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Voi. 56 No. 21

Thurs., March 15, 1979

Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N J 07043

Outta Luck
If you’ve been parking on Valley Road to avoid campus
parking hassles, your days could be numbered. An ordinance
to restrict parking on streets surrounding the college has been
proposed to Clifton Municipal Council. If it passes, cars
without parking permits will be ticketed. See the story on page
5.

Exhilarating Music

photo by Bob Clifford

Eddie Palmieri brought a
driving sound, a Latin flavor,
and an enjoyable and exciting
evening to Memorial Auditori
um on Monday night. See the
review on page 16.

Cleaver Communicates
To strike or not to strike—that was the question facing 590 MSC faculty members last
week. Marcoantonio Lacatena, president of the New Jersey Council of State College
Locals, casts the first vote as James Keenen, MSC Local president, looks on approvingly.
The fin al vote count was 1,866 yes votes to 519 no votes throughout the state.

Born-again Christian Eldridge Cleaver spoke to more than
800 people at MSC last week. The former Black Panther gave a
lecture entitled “Soul on Ice—Soul on Fire.” He discussed the
changes his life has undergone in the past two decades. See the
story on page 7.

State, Union Air Opposing Views
by Nora DePalma
TRENTON-lntense negotiating is
taking place right now between the state
of NJ and the Council of NJ State
College Locals to avert a strike
scheduled for Tues., March 20.
Yesterday, T. Edward Hollander,
chancellor of higher education, and
Marcoantonio Lacatena, president of
the Council of NJ State College Locals,

held separate press conferences in
Trenton regarding the possible strike.
The presidents of the eight state
colleges attended the press conference
with Hollander. MSC President David
W.D. Dickson was present along with
Frank Mason, chief negotiator for the
state.
Hollander and Lacatena said they are
both prepared for 24 hour negotiations
from today until Sunday. Hollander,

F a c u lty V o te
Yes to S trike

Faculty members of the eight state colleges overwhelmingly authorized their
union leaders to declare a strike next week if necessary.
In its Strike vote held on March 8 and 9, the Council of NJ State College Locals
received a 78 per-cent yes vote on the authorization of a statewide teachers’ strike.
The final vote count was 1866 yes votes and 519 no votes, with three abstentions.
Approximately 80 per-cent of the 3000 eligible faculty voters throughout the state
participated in the vote.
On the MSC campus, 431 faculty members cast their ballots out of 590 eligible
voters, which represents 73 per-cent participation.
The tentative strike date has been set for Tues., March 20, at 7 am, accordingto
James Keenen, president of the MSC chapter of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT).
Keenen felt that the faculty was outstanding in its turnout for the vote, and he
especially recognized the non-teaching professionals who had a 90 per-cent turnout
for the vote on campus.
Keenen explained that this authorization vote would “put pressure on Trenton”
and would “push” T. Edward Hollander, NJ chancellor of higher education, i n
the negotiations. “This puts strength in our negotiators’ hands,” Keenen
emphasized.
. . .
The votes were officially counted at a meeting held at Rutgers University last
Friday night. Leaders from the eight state college locals attended and contributed
the ballots from their individual campuses. The votes were counted as a statewide
total, rather than as individual yes and no votes from each college campus. ;
—Mary Ann DeFiore

said, “We are going to do everything we
can to resolve everything in dispute. We
believe there is a middle ground.”
Negotiating will take place at the
Rutgers Labor Center in New
Brunswick. If negotiations are not
completed to the satisfaction of the
union by Sunday night, the union- will
strike on Tuesday. On Monday,
Lacatena will spend the day instructing
the faculty about strike procedures.
Approximately thirty students from
Stockton State College (SSC) held a
demonstration outside the statehouse
while Hollander was holding his press
conference in the Senáte chambers. Thè
students then moved down thè street to
the Trenton Motor Inn where Lacatena
held his conference.
The students reportedly were not
taking sides with either the state or the
union, but were demanding that the
contract be negotiated quickly, so
students will not lose any class time.
The issues that are being negotiated
are: a higher wage increase for the
faculty than the state is prepared to give,
academic freedom for the faculty, and
the right of the faculty to choose their
own textbooks. The rights of academic
freedom are no longer supported by
state law, according to Hollander, since
the NJ State Supreme Court passed the
Ridgefield Park decision.
Despite what the press has reported
thus far, Hollander claims that the state
is offering the faculty a two and a half
per-cent raise, instead of the one and a
quarter " raise that Lacatena has
publicized.
Lacatena explains this discrepency by
saying, “They’ve offered us a two and a

half per-cent increase after a delay of six
months.” He pointed out that that
would make next year’s raise only one
and a quarter per-cent.
Hollander had previously said that a
strike by the faculty is illegal under their
present contract which expires June 30.
When asked if an injunction would be
filed, against the teachers or if any
teachers would lose their jobs because
of the strike, Hollander replied, “I don’t
want to comment on that at this point.”
But he added, “I feel there are better
ways to solve a job action than an
injunction.”
Lacatena said if there is an

H ow w ill a teachers' strike affect
students, fa cu lty and cam pus life
in general? F or a ll the details see
to d a y ’s centerfold.
injunction, the faculty “won’t defy, but
disregard” it. He feels that most of the
teachers will at least honor the picket
lines, but he added that most of the
administration will cross the lines.
“After all, they make a lot of money,” he
said. This remark met with scattered
applause.
Mason said that the state notified the
union as to the probable contents in the
new'contract during December of 1978.
He said that there was no action taken
by the union at that time.
Lacatena claimed that he was not
given any specific details about the
contract in December. The contract was
withheld by Hollander, so he “could
make some changes in the package,”
(continued on page 5)
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Prezes Make Progress on Monitors
by Kathleen Ryan
The only remaining concern,
been resolved. There will be no
Happy days may soon be
according to Sahner, is the
political censorship by the
here for MSC’s tv monitor
position of the Faculty-Student
administration, and according
Co-op. Co-op, which has also
system.
to the National Association of
contributed
financially to the
Broadcasters (NAB) regula
Since last July when the
system, has been “conspicuous
tions, no obscenity or nudity
system was installed, successive
ly silent throughout the
will be allowed to air on the
conflicts have delayed the use
n e g o tia tio n s ,” S ah n er
system.
of the system. SGA President
commented worriedly.
The present proposal is being
Charles Sahner and MSC
Sahner continued that if Co
reviewed by SGA lawyers. It
President David W.D. Dickson
op steps in with any objections
are confident that their recent
will then be sent to Dickson’s
to the present proposal, new
office for his approval. In a
meetings -have successfully
meetings will have to be
removed the obstacles that
telephone interview Dickson
held . This can only result in
have been delaying the airing of
stated his belief that the
further
stalling of an air date.
outstanding issues have been
the system.
Barring
any unforeseen
A major problem in the
ironed out. “I have real hopes
difficulties, Sahner is hoping
that the situation can be
controversy was censorship.
the system will be ready to air
happily resolved,” he said,
Involved in this debate was the
by the end of March. Training
adding, “I feel we can now
lack of clarity concerning the
sessions have been conducted
word censorship. In Dickson’s
reach a mutually satisfactory
and the system can now be
document.”
mind, censorship pertains to
properly run by students.
the restraining of obscenity and
As outlined in the proposed
Sahner definitely wants the
nudity from the airwaves.
document, the administration
system functioning by May for
Sahner’s dominant fear was
will maintain the system, and
the presentation of Telerad
that the administration would
Student Activities will program
programming.
try to exercise political
it. The SGA, which financed
censorship.
two thirds of the system, will
Sahner feels all the delays
Through diligent negotiating
have to p p ro g ra m m in g
have
been very unfortunate but
priority.
by both sides that issue has
-- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Phoning for Dollars
by Barbara J. Runser
"The total amount contribu
ted to the Alumni Association
through its phonathortxp far is
$ 13,066,” Rich Renzulli,
director of alumni affairs and
overall coordinator of the
phonathon, said.
The sixth annual MSC
Alumni Association phona

thon raised this money in its
first four nights of operation,
during which MSC students
manned the telephones in an
effort to seek . funds for the
association.
The phonathon is a major
fund raising event of the
association and will continue
through the entire month of

Rhonda Woolf, a resident of Webster Mali, tenas a Helping nana
in the A lumni A ssociation Phonathon. The phonathon has raised
over $13,000 in pledges to date.
V - ___________________________________ ___ ___________

March.
The basic idea of the
phonathon is to have students
and aljimni telephone alumni
asking for pledges for the
association. The funds raised
during the phonathon go to
various programs of the
association.
Renzulli, standing in front of
a long table lined with’several
phones, said that students
enjoy making the phone calls.
“The students have a good
time. Many have returned to do
more telephone manning.
Many groups hope to win a
prize,” Renzulli said. Prizes are
offered by the association to
the group and individual who
helps to raise the most money.
As he glanced at the
blackboard where the amount
of total monies pledged was
visible, Renzulli said that
everything was going well and
that he was optimistic.
Various participants in the
phonathon have been members
of the SGA and WMSC, as well
as students from Webster Hall,
Freeman Hall, Harambee
House (a section of Bohn Hall),
and the Clove Road Apart
ments.
Other participating groups
have been the -Women’s
Softball team, the Alpha Phi
Omega (APO) fraternity, the
Fencing team, the Latin
American Students Organiza
tion (LASO), and Players,
MSC’s theater group.
The phonathon has three
more weeks remaining. It is
hoped that the association’s
goal of $45,000 will be reached.
They have $31,934 left to go.
'
__________J

said it would have been a very
easy task to give in to the
administration. Implicit in all
Sahner’s decisions was his
concern for the future of the
system.
Sahner noted that if he
hadn’t stood his ground, “The
students would suffer in the
long run.” He is tired of
students paying for things that
will be of no use to them.
There will be no commercial
television aired on the tv
monitors as is now being
viewed by students on campus.
The only exceptions to this rule
would be airing of such
presentations as speeches by
the President of the US.
Sahner wants no advertising
to be aired. If advertising is

used, all revenues would be
fo rw a rd e d to S tu d e n t
Activities.
The tv monitor system was
intitiated to unite the college
community by serving as an
information base. It will also
function as an excellent means
for Telerad programming to be
seen by a majority of the
campus.
Other suggested program
uses are airing of news events,
televised co n certs, and.
hopefully, fin an cial aid
information.
Dickson felt the system
could have been of significant
use during the recent blackout
of five buildings on campus due
to electrical failure.

Never Too Late
To Fight Hike
W ith all the in terest
surrounding the possible
teachers’ strike, students may
have forgotten that there might
be a tuition hike.
Can the students do anything
to try to prevent a hike? Is it too
late to try?
“It’s never too late,” Chris
Jackman, speaker of the state
assembly in Trenton said.
Jackman said that students
could help themselves by
writing to their individual
assemblymen. "Don’t write a
form letter,” he advised. “If
possible, call them on the
telephone.”
Some students may think
that there is only a small group
of legislators who decide if
there is to be a tuition hike.
Jackman explained that the
A ppropriations Committee
will make a recommendation to
the state senate and assembly,
but ultimately, the senate and
assembly will have the final
vote.

Jackman said some lobbying
might be effective, but he
discourages students from
flocking to Trenton in mass
numbers. He feels that large
protests in the Statehouse
might have the opposite effect
on ■ the assemblymen and
therefore harm student efforts
to prevent the strike.
As of now, Jackman said he
hasn’t seen very many attempts
by students to prevent the hike.
“Only two students have
contacted me at this point.” he
said.
—Nora DePalma

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
t >0 HAMBURG'TURNPIKE
- WAYNE. NJ 07470________

• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•Abortion Counselling
•Birt-h Control
Information

278-4500

109watchung av. upper mtcir.Jw
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eye
on
new jersey
Outlook In Doubt
The Outlook, student newspaper of Monmouth College,
resumed publication on March 8, Dave Wilson,
entertainment editor, reported.
The staff of the Outlook ceased publication because they
felt they were not receiving enough student participation.
The paper was asking the administration to award credits
to all editors for their services. Also they urged that it be
made mandatory for all students enrolled in journalism
courses to contribute to the paper. The administration has
not complied with either of these requests, according to
Wilson.
Patty Labutkin, the paper’s editor who was strongly in
favor of the strike, recently resigned. The newly elected
editor, Dan Stern, has decided that the paper should pursue
the matter but should continue to publish while doing so.
Wilson feels that the one good thing that has come out of
this job action is that the paper has received more concern
and cooperation from students.

Advisors Outraged
The preceptors (house advisors) at Rutgers University
(New Brunswick) may go on strike, Frank Freyre, a news
editor for the Daily Targum reported.
The 102 preceptors are complaining that they have not
received a pay increase in about four years. In light of
current inflationary prices, they feel this is an injustice,
according to Freyre.
Negotiations are presently going on between the
university and the preceptors. If a strike does occur, it will
create two adverse effects for students. Firstly, Freyre
commented, students will have no one to go to if problems
arise on their floor. Secondly, the preceptors are supposed
to conduct the interviews for the new applicants. These
interviews are scheduled for April 1.
According to Freyre, if a strike does come about, it will
probably begin next week.

NJSA to F ile Injunction
by Mary Ann DeFiore
In the course of a three hour meeting on a
leisurely Sunday afternoon, the New Jersey
Student Association (NJSA) decided it would
file an injunction against the state teachers'
union in the event of a strike.

the hope that it will “restrain the AFT from
engaging in a strike,” according to O’Malley.
The AFT represents all state college faculty.
The damage action filed against the state of
NJ will be specifically directed toward the NJ
Board of Higher Education and the state
colleges.

They also agreed to file a damage action
against the state, of NJ, requesting a refund of
student tuition proportional to the class time lost
due to a teachers’ Strike.

The NJSA represents the 70,000 students who
attend NJ’s eight state colleges, the New Jersey
Institute of Technology (NJIT), and Douglass
College.

The Board of Trustees of the NJSA also
decided to allow David O’Malley to remain as
executive director of the organization, despite a
resolution supported by NJSA president Leila
Sadat which asked for his resignation.

As the board met in executive session, Sadat
presented her reasons for considering O’Malley’s
resignation. She felt that he had not carried out
his duties as defined in his contract
requirements. O’Malley is a paid employee of the
N JSA , receiving a yearly salary of
approximately $9500.

Sadat herself resigned as president of. the
NJSA following the board’s decision on
O’Malley. “I am resigning from an organization
which I believe has lost its purpose,” she read
from her official letter of resignation before
leaving the meeting.
O’Malley defended himself, claiming that
Mike Metz, who formerly held the position of there are no specific duties of the executive
treasurer of the NJSA, became president, director as stated in the contract. He feels the
according to the line of succession in the absence contract is “too general,” and therefore he could
not be held to Sadat’s charges.
of a vice president.
SGA President Charles Sahner, who also
A new vice president was also elected to fill the
position which was vacated three months ago. attended the meeting, felt that the issue between
Dave Geist, a junior from Glassboro State O’Malley and Sadat was a “personal dispute
College (GSC), was elected by the board to this which could not be resolved privately and so was
position. He defeated Frank Cosolito, MSC’s made public.”
SGA vice president, who had also been
Sahner also commented that he saw no
nominated for the position.
“tangible evidence” on either side. Cosolito
NJSA decided to file an injunction against the refused to comment about the board’s decision
NJ American Federation of Teachers (AFT)4n to keep O’Malley.
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Cuisine-A Pleasure?
Cuisine Ltd., the company which supplies the food at
Trenton State College (TSC) has had their contract renewed
for next year, Chris Vota, editor-in-chief of the Signal
commented regretfully.
TSC has been dealing with Cuisine Ltd. for the past three
years. Next year they will continue to operate at the same
cost and conditions that they have in the past, Vota
reported. “I don’t see how they can operate this long for the
same price without cutting corners somewhere,” he added.
According to the Signal, William Klepper, chairman of
the Interassociation for Food Service Review, said that
evaluations of Cuisine Ltd. made by the SGA were
considered. Vota commented that he does not believe this is
true because the ratings were very low.
A major complaint about Cuisine Ltd. is their poor
sanitary conditions. Vota reported that they have thus far
received five conditional ratings.
“How long will students be subjected to eating this
, ‘alleged’ food?, Vota questioned.

HAIR
Let the sun
shine in!
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AFT: We’re Prepared fòr Strike
by Mary Ann McCarthy
“The union is organization
ally and physically preparing
themselves for a strike,”
James Keenen, president of
the MSC chapter of the
American
Federation of
Teachers (AFT) commented.
A strike headquarters has
been set up at the home of
faculty member Ben Minor
to facilitate striking faculty if
a job action is necessary. The
union has proceeded to set
up committees necessary for
a strike. Also, the headquar
ters; has been installed with
te le p h o n e s, m im eo g rap h
machines, and typewriters.
Robert Browning, general

strike coordinator on the
MSC campus, has chosen the
chairmen for various strike
committees. “My job is to get
people to head the commit
tees and to get these people
to staff them. All the
committees are staffed to
various degrees at this
point,” Browning comment
ed.
“The headquarters is very
convenient because Minor’s
house is located directly
across the street from the
College Avenue entrance,”
Keenen said. He also said the
headquarters has been set up
with benches and is ready to
accommodate strikers. “We

have also purchased walkie
talkies and bull horns,” he
added.
Despite the decision of T.
Edward Hollander, chancel
lor; of higher education, that
the strike vote could not be
legally held on campus,
nothing was done to prevent
it. Keenen reported that the
union was within their rights
as stated in theircontract. He
said the union had no
intention of canceling the
strike on campus.
According to Browning,
the committees include a
Strike Headquarters Commit-.
tee,a Picketing Committee, a

W e lfa re C o m m itte e , a
Creature Comforts Committe e e , an d a P u b lic ity
Committee.
The Strike Headquarters
Committee will be primarily
responsible for taking care of
the h ead q u arters itself.
“They will do all they can to
maintain communications
b e tw e e n th e p ic k e tin g
faculty in the headquarters
and those on the picket line,”
Browning said.
The committees are intent
on making things as pleasant
as possible for the strikers.
“We realize that it will be an
ordeal,” Browning added.

Union, S tate S peak O u t
(co n tin u ed

from

page

I)

according to Lacatena.
Lacatena . said that the
contract was presented to
the union on January 28, two
days before the union was
supposed to have accepted the
contract.
“The state used take-it-orleave-it tactics,” Lacatena
charged.
Although Lacatena hopes
for sluderrt^support, he said
th « T t strike is won or lost ortly
by' its members.” Lacatena has
promised that students won’t
be threatened with either
physical or verbal abuse if
they choose to cross the lines.
But he noted that some of the
non-striking teachers have'
th re a te n e d stu d en ts by
planning tests for the strike
period and forcing students to
attend class.
After Hollander’s confer
ence, Dickson said that he does
not anticipate any physical
abuse for students crossing the
picket lines at MSC. “They

may face verbal abuse,” he
cautioned. But he added that if
students face any probleijis,

;not there is an academic
freedom clause in the contract,
the faculty will still havejt.

“We will see that they are given
an escort onto the campus.”

“There is no college without
academ ic freedom s,” he
c o n tin u e d , say in g th a t
“freedom” as such, shouldn’t
have to be included
any
contract.
1

Hollander is very concerned
about the long-term effects on
the state colleges. He said that
after the strike in 1974.
enrollments.dropped dramatic
ally.. He claimed^ „that state
colleges a re only "now
recovering from that striker v.;
Lacatena disagreed with this
statement, showing that in
1974-75, there were 60,441 full
time students enrolled in the
state colleges. In the 1975-76
school y ear, en ro llm en t
increased to 61,815.
Lacatena contends that
Hollander has a broader of
interpretation of the Ridgefield Park decision than was
intended. That is how the
faculty is losing its academic
freedoms, Lacatena claims.
Hollander says that whether or

PAID TEACHER—INTERN
POSITIONS
The Paterson Teacher Corps Project is seeking eight
interns to work in the Paterson School’s Teachers Corps
Project for the next two years.
The interns will work in School No. 13, Martin Luther King
and Eastside High School. They will also work with
community agencies and fulfill requirements for a Master’s
Degree in Urban Education at William Paterson College.
The Interns will be paid $150 a week while they are fulfilling
program requirements.
Interns applicants must have completed their Bachelor’s
Degree by June, 1979. Interns cannot be full-time teaching
personnel now working in a school.
At the conclusion of the program, the Interns will be able to
work as full-time teachers for the Paterson School System.
For more information write:

BRETT PARENT
Eastside High School
150 Park Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07501

However, Hollander made
reference to the Ridgefield

Park decision, when he
commented that “some items of
th e c o n tra c t (academ ic
{freedom) are now prohibited
from inclusion in a contract.”
Lacatena said that the
administration has broken
promises to the faculty before,
although he did not cite any
examples. “We are not going to
accept promises anymore,” he
said. “Now we want action.”

Weekend

The Creature Comfort
Committee will be in charge
of making sure that the
picket line is fed and people
are relieved from time to
time.
The Welfare Committee
has been designed to take,
care of strikers financially.
They will provide low cost
loans and other financial
assistance to striking faculty,
according to Browning.
A Publicity Committee has
been set up to makesignsand
co m p ile lite r a tu r e and
pamphlets, Keenen report
ed. “We are hopeful that all
the literature distributed in
the event of a strike will be
AFT literature,” Keenen
said.
“ If a strike does occur, we
are hopeful that it will be a
p eacefu l o n e ,” K eenen
commented. The union does
not condone violence of any
kind.
K.eenen expects/ mass
picketing of about 30 to 50
people on the first day. After
that, he expects the number
to diminish to about 10 to 15
picketers at one time.
Keenen reiterated that the
union is hopeful the conflict
between them and the state
¡can be resolved in the
(u p co m in g n e g o tia tio n s .

HOLME:

Fri. March

SPECIAL
I 1ST. PATICK'S
DAY PARTY
Sat. March 17th
at the

The Towpath
on Browertown Rd.
in West Paterson
785-2499

fr. M O N I ( M A R IO N Thur»...M arch 15. 1979

C M S raM D S "
FOR S A1.1': 1976 Honda
CB500J. 2600 miles, like new.
Please call Faith. 838-7771.
FOR SALE: Marant/ 1070. 35Watt Amp. $150. Also. SAE
5000 Noise Reduction Unit
("Click & Pop" Removal)SI75.
Call I Ian at 893-4410.
FOR SALE: 1975 Mercpry
Monarch, air conditioning,
rear window delogger, power
windows, spoke hubcaps. 4 new
steel belted radial w w. vinyl
i-oof. call 435-5929.
FOR SALE: 1977 Monte
Carlo, buck skin interior,
canary yellow, air. pow er<
everything. AM: FM raefio.
sport mirror. Asking $4.400.
Call 757-2866 alter 5 pm. (lood
condition, low mileage.

FOR SALE: Pioneer I P727 8track player., slide mount and
Jensen Coaxial Speakers. $ 100.
Call Mary at 573-0170 between
10:30 pm and 11:30 pm.
S T E R E O FOR S A IE :
Sherwood 22 watt receiver,
.hiiisen 3-way walnut enclosed
s p e a k e r s : B S R 8 10 X
tu rn ta b le : Shure M 95ED
cartridge. $225 firm. Call.Ion at
744-2432. Excellent condition!
FOR SALE: 1970 Volks.wagon.
Brand new paint job and engine
(6.000 miles with receipts).
G ood mileage and good
looking. Sales price $1800. Ask
for Heather at 5340.

11I

1

E M E RG ENC Y SNO W EQUIP
MEN I is FREE to all MSC
students. It is available 24 hours
a day at Campus Security and
during the day at BOTA ( Board
on Transportation Affairs). SCeafeteria.
NEED A JU M P S TART? ICE
S C R A P E R ? DE
IC E R
SPRAY? GAS CAN? Avail
able FREE 24 hours a day at
Security Shack and during the
day in BOT A (Board on
I ransportation Affairs). SC
Cafeteria.

11

BASS PLAYER WANTED:
for Rock and Roll band. Must
he able to read music and have
own equipment. Call Tom at
235-1712.

datebook
Thurs., March 15

JOB HUNT: Learn how to get the jobs you want. Career Services.
11 am
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING GROUPS: Sponsored by
Women Helping Women, Math/Science Building W-l 16. 1-2 pm
or 2-3 pm.
MASS: At Newman House. 12:15 pm.
MEETING: Chi Alpa. All welcome. Student Center meeting
room I. 8pm.
DISCUSSION: “Open Forum” sponsored by Women Helping
Women. Math/Science Builtfing. room 116, 7-9 pm.
LECTURE: Philosophy Religion Dept. On “Do Animals Have
Rights?” Partridge Hall. roonj. J L4. 8 pm.
Sat., March 17

BUSINESS SYMPOSIUM: Sponsored by Alpha Kappa PS1.
Student Center, Ballroom C. 9 am 2 pm.
DANCE: Sponsored by Black Student Cooperative Union.
Student Center Ballrooms A.B.C. 8 pm 2am. donations $.99 per
person. Tickets now on sale.
MASS: Newman House. 7:30 pm. also 11 am at Studio Theater &
7:30 pm Newman House.
ISRAELI DANC|NG:‘Sponsored by Jewish Student Union. Life
Hall Cafe, 8 pm, $1.50 students. $.75 non-students.
' ;
DISCUSSION: Sponsored by Women's Center. Math Science
Building 116, noon.
Mon., March 19

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT SEMINAR: Career Services. I pm.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES SEMINAR: Career Services.
6 pm
Wed., March 21

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING: WMSC-FM, for on
air staff. 4 pin. Meeting room 3-4, Student Center.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES SEMINAR: Career Services.
2 pm.
Mon., March 26

FINE ARTS CLUB FOR EDUCATION: Important meeting to
form new club. Calcia .Fine Arts Building, room 230.4-5 pm. Call
J>oui! or Linda for information at 595-1024.

ALUMNI

COUNSELOR NEEDED at
residential hofne for runawayyouths. Free room and board.
Contact Wendy Smith at 3458454,

WOMEN AND GUITAR
ISTS WANTED for nearworking band. No hard rock or
disco. Must be willing to work.
Must have transport. Call D..I.
887 1675.
GUITAR: 50', oil retail.
Excellent condition. 3 piece
back. Inquire at A.P.O. office
vu.call ext. 5172. Please leave
name and number.
HELP! I have a cast on for lour
weeks and need a ride from
either lea peek or Haledon to
MSC Monday through Friday
before 11 am. Will pay if you
can help me out. Please call
l isa at 837-2207.

FOR SALE: Ice speed» skates,
k a n g a r o o leathered, with
leather guards. Mens si/e 10
excellent condition. Call J im
alter 5 pm at 887-8013.

N ew R o u te
The shuttle bus route on
campus will be rerouted in
the event of a teacher’s strike,
according to Peter Macagne.
Clove Road Apatments will
be deleted, as well as the
stops near Panzer Gym and
the Visitors’ Information
Hut.
The busses will proceed
down College Avenue, down
Webster Avenue, through
the Bohn Hall lot and the
Quarry, down Carlisle Road,
and up to College Avenue
through the faculty parking
lot near Panzer Gym.

The MSC Alumni Association
invites applications for its

C^LIOI ADCLIIDCunder9raduate

O ^ n v /L /A K O n ir O

scholarships.

If you’ll be a senior in September 1979, have been active in campus and/or
community activities, and in good academic standing, we want to hear from you!
Application forms may be picked up at the Alumni Office (34 Normal Avenue), the
Dean of Students Office, or the Financial Aid Office.
Application Deadline: Fri., M arch 23, 1979— 4 pm
Questions? Call the Alum ni O ffice— X4141

FOR SALE OR R E M : One
slightly used I animal lov ing
e x p e r t m e n t a I p s ye h o lo g v
p r o f e s s o r in e x c e l l c it t
condition, but a little crazy.
Price negotiations today 4 pm.
Russ Hall basement.
NEED I RANSPORTATION:
Newark man with cérébral
palsy needs transportation to
and from college. Call Carmine
DePalma at 482-5366 01 4820760. 900 Franklin Ave..
New a i k.
2 W IIT U -W A L L RADIAI
TIRES: Mounted and balanced
on wheels. One new. one good.
CR78-I472I. $25. 746-2919.
PLAN AHEAD! Apartment
available June first. Living
room, kitchen, bath. 2 large
bedrooms. Off street park mg.
Call 783-4563
RIDE NEEDED: To and from
Fort L aude rda le . Florida
vicinity during spring break.
Willing to split expenses, ami
Party! Call Donna 893-4933.
SAVE $100 off original list 12
s tr in g G u i t a r . S 220-case
included free. Call Jim days
893-5172: ev cs-any time -463905.

«I.E.A ITLER W O R K I N G
l O O I S fo r sale: L arge
complete assortment of quality
tools, stamps.
rivets and
clamps, leather thread, solid
brass buckles. Total -wholesale
value over $200. All cxecllci.j
condition, most never Used.
Also 30 lbs. natural grit Tit
cowhide. Call Karen at 9424994-

\

I U TOR
NI I DI I): High
school senior needs tutoring in
chemistry. Hours flexible. Call
228-2406.

MARCHING PERCUSSION
S P E C I A L I S T : - J a m e s K.
Malien, certified instrumental
m usic te a c h e r , m a r c h in g
percussion expertise. ( all 3858801.

UNFAIR CAM PUS PARKING TICK ET? You can appeal
it through B O IA (Board on
Transportation Affairs). We
are in the Student Center
Cafeteria. Come see us. or
phone 893-4204.
WANTED: Someone to fill the
p o s i t i o n o f -A t E d i t o r
b e g in n in g J a n u a r y ' 1980.
C o n ta c t QtiarietJv O ffic e
x44l().
WAN I I D:
Poetry.
prose.|
photos, essays, and drawings
for spring issue of Quarterly.
Submit work to Quarterly
office, fourth floor Student
Center. \44I0.
WANTED: Bicycle in good
condition. Will pav up to $50,
Please contact Rotti 345-8454.
WOMENI I EI .PING WOMEN
PEER COUNSELING:
Monday. Cue-day. Ihi-rsduv
and Friday . 9am to 4pm
W e dnesday
9am to "pin
Women's Center t hud llooi.
Math Science Building..
Y AS MI CA: 3 5 mm E.X-2.,
50mm 1.9)- with case. SI \ V
( all 843-2925.

CAMEO
LOUNGE
100% DISCO
Hottest Nite Anywhere

Every Tuesday

Midnight Express
Only After Hours Club
with 100% PURE DISCO
Every FrL & S a t 2—8 am

Teenage Disco
Every Sun., 2—5 pm
Ages 13—17

546 River Drive, Garfield, NJ; 546-2250
Garden State Parkway—Exit: 156

M O M X 'I. A R IO N

Ihurs.
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Iceman Sets MSC Crowd on Fire
by Karen Celeste
“I blamed whatever was
“It was late in life when he
wrong with the world on the
touched me, but 1 say better white men,” Cleaver admitted.
late than never,” Eldridge
He became bitter about the way
Cleaver said, coining a phrase.
blacks were treated and began
The former Black Panther reading Marxist writings. “I
Party
leader, and
thought I found the perfect
believer in communism and
blueprint for my aspirations,”
Marxism, has become a bornhe said.
again Christian.
“ I w an ted to m ove.
Cleaver spoke to more than
Physically overthrow the
800 people in the Student
capitalist system and have a
Center Ballrooms on March 8.
socialist society,” Cleaver
Both “young faces and bald
stressed. Thinking Martin
heads,” as Cleaver stated, were
Luther King was “a perfect
attracted. The lecture, “Soul on
example of a nut,” Cleaver was,
Ice—Soul on Fire,” was
more inclined to guerilla
sponsored by Chi Alpha, the
warfare rather than peaceful
in te r n a tio n a l C h r is tia n
demonstrations.
ministry to colleges and
“There was some good and
universities.
bad with it.
But I’m not
going to justify or clean up the
Dressed in a gray suit and
white turtleneck sweater.
past. I replaced God with my
Cleaver shared with the crowd
own resources and friends, the
slightly gray haired Cleaver
his d e v e lo p m e n t fro m
explained.
“unrighteous little devil” as a
12-year-old, to a militant
Cleaver became a member of
the party in ’66. Two years
caught up in the “jailhouse
revolving door.” Choosing to
later he jumped bail and fled to
become a fugitive by jumping
Cuba because of a shootout
b etw een th e
and
bail, Cleaver traveled to
communist countries, unaware
California’s Oakland Police.
his beliefs would change. While
He then traveled to other
contemplating suicide in Paris,
communist countries to learn
Cleaver claimed that Christ
military tactics and guerilla
appeared to him in a vision in
warfare.
Cleaver joined his wife and
the moon. “1 then decided to
child
in Algeria. A change in
surrender and get my life
time was taking place. “Nixon
•^straightened out,” he said.
and Kissinger took Mao Tse“1 committed every crime in
Tung away from us. Many
the book. But I’m not going to
c o u n trie s d ev elo p ed a
'confess all of them because I
relationship with the US.
didn’t get caught for all of
People all around the world
them,” Cleaver joked.
were
stru g g lin g ag ain st
Cleaver was first arrested on
dictatorship.
a vandalism charge in
“I began to dislike the way
California. “I started in a
communism
was implemented
juvenile prison and ended up in
in the world,” Cleaver said, the
Folsom Prison, the university
crowd absorbed in his lecture.
prison,” he said, describing
Cleaver soon realized that
prisons in term s of an
educational system. “I learned “Thefault of the philosophy was
in itself,” as he admitted to his
new ways of committing old
audience. According to Karl
crimes while in prison,”
Marx, “Life in the universe was
Cleaver explained.
an accident,” Cleaver quoted.
While growing up. Cleaver
However, when he looked at
was very dedicated to studying.
his children and saw the
“ I was in th e
perfect
environment to study. Locked
/
North Jersey
%
up in a cell. 1 studied how to
( Gynecological Center |
escaped from the prison cell,”
Cleaver said with honesty.
| ABORTION SERVICES |
“I do -my best studying and
|
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING |
my best writing in prison.
| Abortion Procedures
Many people say ‘go back’,”
1 Birth Control Counseling
I
, Cleaver said humorously.
2 Sterilization Procedures
“I’m the most unlikely
| Complete Obstetrical & .
I
Gynecological Care
person to be here. All my plans
went in the opposite direction
ncall 375-0800 For Immodlato A ppL
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR. •
of Jesus Christ,” the black man
9AM-5PM MON.-SAT. AMPLE PARKING 1
r"HOURS
said.
■■■■■■■ m T'
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• Expert resume development
• Cover letter service
DONT SELL YOURSELF SHORT!

746-7362
Reasonable Rates
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“They thoughtl was trying to
get a passport. But I had a box
full of passports,” Cleaver
remarked.
Cleaver was taken to
Oakland Prison upon his
arrival to the US. “1 asked the
Lord to come into my life and
change my life,” Cleaver said.
“I didn’t feel like I was in jail. 1
felt free,” he added.
Cleaver’s bail was set for
$100,000, which another bornagain Christian paid. “I repent
all that I’ve done that was not
for the Lord,” he said.

ii i aont oeiieve, i m going
to die and stay dead. But if 1
believe. I’m. going to die and
rise again,” Cleaver said. Many
people in the audience replied
“Amen,” “Praise the Lord.” or
“Alleluia.”
After Cleaver left the
podium,Rev. Steven Espamer,
Chi Alpha campus chaplain,
led an “alter call.” If those in
the audience wanted to accept
Jesus into their lives they were
asked to stand and get into a
line and pray. Only a few
people accepted this call.

Former Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver recently visited
MSC to address over 800 interested listeners. Cleaver, who is now
a born again Christian, discussed his conversionfrom militancy to
patriotism.

SGA FEES G O

FOR:

!

f i r s t im p r e s s io n s
Resumes that open the door

combination of his and his
wife’s features, he “knew it was
not an accident. God designed
this,” he said.
“1was no longer closed to the
idea of God. I became nervous
because there was a God out
there and I was one of the
loudest mouths who didn’t
believe there was a God,”
Cleaver said.
Cieaver and his family left
Algeria and went to France.
The first year they hid, but soon
were able to live freely with the
help of a female friend, who
was friendly with the president
of France.
He began to dislike his
lifestyle and Paris. He saw
many things were changing.
Black men were getting elected
in many offices and Cleaver
wanted to go back to the US.
“1 began to appreciate my
American citizenship. I am,
proud to be an American,”
Cleaver said patriotically.
He went into a “psychologi
cal depression” andthoughtof
ending his life. One night, pistol
in hand, trying to get the
courage to use it, Cleaver saw
an image of himself in the
moon, he said. As the image fell
away, he then saw his old
heros, Castro, Marx, and
Engles pass by. Finally the
im age o f Jesu s C h rist
appeared, he said.
Cleaver decided to surren
der. The American Govern
ment thought he was “up to
something.”

W e're here to serve you
SGA OFFICE - Fourth Floor, Student

USE US
Public Relations Comm ittee
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CAR Fights Racism
by Shari Kirkup
The state’s real reason for a
tuition increase is racism.
Leaders of the faculty union
are not serving faculty, or
students’ interests, but rather
are out for themselves.
These are the beliefs of
MSC’s Committee Against
Racism (CAR) which is headed
by Lucinda Long, a political
science professor on campus.
l.ong feels that racism hurts
all people and she believes that
all people, no matter what race,
should get together and unify.
She said that CAR is an
activist organization which
believes in fighting racism by
h av in g c a m p a ig n s and
marches. CAR is a rank and
file organization which does
not rely on politicians to get
what they want, but rather they
rely on p eo p le o r g a n iz 
ing, according to Long.
. Long has publicly attacked
SG A leaders for what she-calls
(heir..contempt for students.
She has also accused leaders in
the New Jersey Student
Association (NJSA) of being
“mis-leaders” who have a “donothing attitude” toward the
fight against the tuition
increase.
Pat Thomas, an MSC
student who is very active in
CAR. explained- that CAR. is
affiliated with the National
CAR. She said that the
national organization was
started in 1973 at a founding
convention held in New York.
The organization on campus is
a chapter of this national
group.
“The issue that started this
organization is Arthur Jensen.
He said that blacks are
genetically lower in intelli
gence. We totally disagreed
with this,” Long said.
“Last-semester CAR stopped
Professor Shockley from
coming to MSC. He believed
that blacks are genetically
inferior and we don't believe
this.” Thomas said.
“We also organized a union
in Los Angeles and had a
nationwide campaign against
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and

P a r a d in g
For the second consecutive
year, the MSC Riding Club has
been invited to ride in the St.
Patrick’s Day Parade in NYC.
The club raised the money
needed for the trip by selling
raffle tickets. This was
necessary to raise $700 needed
to rent 10 horses for the
parade.
This is a step for both local
and national recognition that
the Riding Club has strived for.
After the parade the Riding
Club will be going to Long
Island to open their new season
where they hope to improve
theircurrent ranking of seventh
in the east.

the Nazis,” Long said.
Long also explained that
there are two new' projects
coming up this summer. The
first will be to organize CAR
chapters in automobile plants.
The second is to organize
people in Tupelo, Mississippi
against the KKK. which has
been on the rampage ,
“CAR has done many
things around the country. In
the summer of 1975 approxi
mately 100 to 200 students went

iv
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to Boston and organized a pro
busing movement. This had an
incredible effect.
“We also organized a union
in Los Angeles and had a
nationwide campaign against
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and
the Nazis,” Long said.
“C A R is nationwide and very
powerful. The organization
keeps expanding because What
we are putting forth is right. We
are unifying people to light
together.” Thomas concluded.

by the Geoscience Club Forecasters
Thurs: Partly to Mostly sunny and windy. High: 38-43;
Low: 25-30.
Fri: Mostly Sunny. High: 35-40; Low: 17-22.
Sat: Mostly Sunny. High: 37-42; Low: 20-25.
Sun: Partly Cloudy. High: 45-50; Low: 30-35.
In General: Thursday to Saturday will have slightly below
normal temperatures but will be sunny. Good weekend to
prepare for crossing picket lines.

SAY BULL!
TO YOUR STUDENT BODY.

GET TH IS U M 0U E“SAY BULTATHLETK SHIRT CUSTOM-PRINTED
W ITH THE NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL FOR O NIY $5.50.
Bull your way through college in style! With a genuine Schlitz Malt Liquor bull shirt.
Featuring our Schlitz Malt Liquor bull with royal blue 3/4 length sleeves and white shirt body.
It’s made of 70% cotton and 30% polyester. And it’s 100% you, because we custom-print
the name of your school right on the front.
It’s the shirt you’ll wear proudly all year long. For jogging, class, team sports and
getting together with friends for a round qf Schlitz Malt Liquor. After all, if you’re
going to “ SAY BULL” across your chest, you might as well start backing it up.

MAILTOfSAY BULL"JERSEY OFFER
R O.BOX919I.ST.PAUL,MINNESOTA 55191

i

Please send___ — S ch litz M alt Liquor "SAY BULL” C ollege N am e A th letic Jersey(s)
- ( q u a n tity )

, ,

...

@ $ 5 .5 0 each, including C ollege N am e Personalization, postage and handling.
Sizes availab le:
QUANTITY

C O LtEG E IM PRINT (please print)

SIZE (Specify S .M .L , XL)

Enclosed is $_

.ch eck o r m oney o rd er payable to “SAY BULL” Jersey. O ffer.

Nam e_______
Address_____
City— _______

_State_

-Zipu

| Offer void where prohibited by law. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment. Offer expires May 31,1979.
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SCHLITZ
! MAUUOUOR.
\ DON'T SAY BEER,
SAY BULL!

It’s a Crime

by Dave Yourish
In the last few weeks, larcenies and thefts totaling about $9000
have been as common to the MSC campus as potholes have been
to area roads.
One of the recent rashes of thefts that have occurred affected
John Walsh. Walsh owns a 1978 Trans Am which was stolen Feb.
7. The East Orange Police found the car, but unfortunately it had
been completely stripped. The car Whs worth an estimated $7000.
Another incident occurred on March 7 at 11:15 pm when two
young women were walking to their car and saw a male trying to
break into it. As one of the women ran towards the car, the suspect
saw her and was able to escape in his own car. However, the
women did get the license plate number of the car and
immediately reported it to the Campus Police. The police have a
good lead on the investigation but were unable to release any
names.
There have also been several larcenies on campus as of late. On
March 1 the car belonging to Joan Smith was robbed of a radio
and a tire. The larceny occurred in broad daylight at
approximately 11 am. The stolen articles were estimated to be
worth about $100.
Kirk Heinz of Livingston was also a victim of larceny'on Feb.
28, when someone cut open the roof of his car and stole two stereo
speakers from within. The estimated amount of total damage was
$744.
On a routine patrol, two campus patrolmen were approached
by Michael Tropeano who stated that someone had broken the
windshield of his Camaro Z-28. This happened on Webster Road
on March 2 while Tropeano and his friend were visiting the Rat.
In a recent interview. Campus Police Sargeant Herb Lloyd
warned that, “Students should try to be more alert.” He also
explained that students could be more helpful by reporting
information to the Campus Police.
If students see something suspicious, or if a crime is committed
against them, they can contact the Campus Police at 893-4222 in
case of emergency only, or at 893-5222 for general information.

— SGA News——s
by Benno Miller

The SGA will establish a hot line to provide students
with information concerning the tentative strike.
On Mon., March 19, the SGA will hold a closed
meeting to officially take a position on the strike.
Other issues resolved at yesterday’s meeting included
the formation of an Arab Student Association and an
appropriation to MSC’s RidingClub. Theappropriation
will enable the club to participate in horse shows.
The class one charter of the Council of International
and National Affairs (CINA) was approved.
Also discussed was the New Jersey Student
Association’s (NJSA) decision not to take part in another
student rally in Trenton.
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WMSC
T hursday
10 am

Friday •

15th to 21st

S aturday

Brian Bannon

Kevin Malvey

Mary Alice
Toma -

Jana Polsky

Pete Hamel!

1 pm
2 pm

6:30 pin
■ 1 pm
7:30 pm
8 pm
8:30 pm
9 pm
10 pm
11 pm

T uesday
Nancy
Reamy

W ednesday

Ed Fritsch

Joe Diihow

•Dave Quinn

Paula Ristan

Gene Sower

M onday
Keith Silverman

Kevin Malvey

J a zz

Colleen Quinn

Mariana
Castiello

Variety
Sho vx'time

John Clark

“Brli Irabilcy
Specialty
Sho »’

Latin

5 pm
6 pm

Sandy Mickens
Rich
Zelachowski

Georgia., .
7 Salmon

3 pm
4 pm

Sunday

R. Zela chow ski

11am
12 am

h 15. 1979 9.

Director' i
C hoice

Arts Review

Perspectives

Ed Fritsch

Polka Party

tp p e r
M ountain
R am bit

Tribe Talk

Chuck
Coronato

1

C om m unity

Consumer

John S/wakob

R ock Review

Paul Brown

.Ion 1css or

Joe Noi'ge.s

Permanent
H ave
(iene l.a/o

Mike

1Public Forum

Bonelli
Boh 1 crtierc

, Scott Hess

Danny Rciscl

M useum
Just the
Beatles
Mieki
Stein here

Bill Tribilcy

12 pm

J

Counseling
Available
Counseling for evening
students who are majors in
the School of Professional
Arts and Sciences is availably:
in room 308 of College HaJl,
Monday through Thursday
nights from 4:30 pm-6:30 pm.
Regular office hours are from
8:30 am-4:30 pm, Monday
through Friday.

DAVE G RISM AN JOUR

CANCELED!!
Tickets refunded at place of
purchase.
Must present ticket for refund.
Sorry, Doug Tuchman.

THE RING
YOU W EAR FOREVER
W ILL SAVE YOU $K>

CINA was granted their Class One charter for the
academic year 1979-1980. The purpose of this
organization is to present college community programs
that reflect international, national and local topics
which concern and effect the student bodv.
Interest was expressed by legislators in having
another student rally in Trenton to show opposition to
the tuition hike. However, unless students show interest
in this rally, it will not take place.
The NJSA approved MSC’s motion to have another
tuition rally, although they decided not to take part in

Visit the JOSTEN'S RING Table
in the Student Center Lobby:
Tues., March 27, 10am—3pm
Wed., March 28, 10am—8pm
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Dickst

TO: All Students
FROM: David W.D. Dickson
President
SUBJECT: Strikes or Jol
Actions

photo by l.quis l.aVali

It has been announced thi
faculty and other members <
the negotiating unit represen
ed by AFT Local 1904 ai
planning to participate in
strike during the week c
March 19. Such action
unlawful under State law, an
we sincerely hope that goo
faith efforts on the part of th
State and the Union will avoi
any disruption of the educatio
program.

WilliamMcCreath, (center) chairman of the fine arts department, listens carefully to the issues involved with the possible
strike at yesterday’s AFT meeting.

STRIKE...

The State will make ever
effort to resolve outstandin
issues so that we can maintai
our commitment to provid
instructional and educations
services to students withoi
interruption. However, shoul
a strike occur, students will b
called on to make independer
and responsible decisions in
less than normal situation.' Ou
primary concern is to preserv
the opportunity of students t
com plete their academi
program. To that end, th
following guidelines will b
followed to minimize th
I impact of any unlawful jo
factions on students:

Effects W ill Be F elt T
In a lengthy letter to the members of the N J State College
community, T. Edward Hollander, chancellor o f higher
education, expressed his views regarding the impending
teacher’s strike. What follows are excerpts from the letter,
written Mon., March 12.
ECONOMIC ISSUES
The paramount issue will be that of salary increases. The
governor has proposed an austere budget with few increases
for programs, but the proposed budget does provide limited
funds for increased salaries for college faculty members.
While it is likely that the amount of the increase may not be so
great as in previous years, it is also true that, on the average,
salaries for State College faculty are above levels at Princeton
University and other private colleges, and substantially
exceed salaries of public state college faculties nationally.
State College faculty members may also earn significant
additional amounts by teaching overload or summer school.
Even so, the State recognizes the importance of helping our
faculty maintain real earnings during a period of rising costs.
Competitive faculty salaries and adequate promotional
opportunities help New Jersey’s colleges recruit the very best
graduates who seek to pursue careers as faculty members. The
size of the salary increase, however, does depend on State tax
revenues and the willingness of the public to be taxed. An
unlawful faculty strike three months before the expiration of
the contract will discourage public support for increased
appropriation for faculty salary increases.
The Union has requested a $1,000across-the-board increase
plus salary range adjustments of up to 10%, automaiic cost-ofliving increases, in-range salary increments of 5% and an
extension of maximum range positions by 5%. How to meet
these demands out of the relatively small portion of available
tax money which can, on the basis of priority, be set aside for
salary poses a great challenge to the negotiating process. But
the circumstances are real. The«States’ resources are limited
and I ask that you attem pt to understand the circumstances.
A PRINCIPLE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION: MERIT
COMPENSATION
At present, either as a result of negotiated agreements or

traditional governance, each institution of higher learning in
the public sector has in place a system of evaluating the
performance of faculty members. The various evaluation
systems involve peer input and managerial judgement and
are designed to identify individuals who should be promoted
and/or retained. Therefore, the fundamental components of
an evaluation system already exist; and, with certain
refinements, there js no question but that a reasonable
process of evaluation could be developed and implemented
fora performance based compensation program. The concept
of merit envisioned by the State would provide additional
pay for teachers adjudged to be superior according to
established criteria.
The performance-based compensation program would be
designed to reward the superior faculty member with a salaryincrease over and above any across-the-board increase
applicable to all members of the negotiating unit. The
program would enable the most effective faculty member to
move ahead financially at a faster pace than those who
perform at only a satisfactory level. If New Jersey is to build
high quality institutions, this kind of renumeration structure
is essential.
ACADEMIC CONCERNS
Academic freedom is inherent in the academic process. The
origins of academic freedom and similar rights coincide with
the origins of institutions of higher education the two are
inexorably locked and neither exists without the other. The
recognition of academic freedom as a legitimate area for
collective bargaining presumes that it can be bargained away.
I believe that leaving academic freedom to the vagaries of the
negotiating process is an unacceptable risk for higher
education. It would appear that academic freedom is better
protected by removing it from the negotiations process.
Another unfounded concern of the Union is that by removing
from the AFT agreement a section dealing with the selection of
textbooks, faculty members will lose their traditional prerogatives
in this area. The subject of textbook selection is not a legai subject

of negotiations; traditions and practice in tl
consistent with standards of academic freedoi
For example, the State has sought the remo
provides that a faculty member shall not l
outside his or her individual competency .Rei
based solely on the reason that the subject
teaching assignments is an illegal subject of n
no intention on the part of the State to requir
teach outside their areas of competency.
The Supreme Court has determined
mandatorily negotiable if presented by public
negotiation. Negotiablesubjectsare those w
directly affect the work and welfare of publi
which negotiated agreement does not interfe
the exercise of perogatives pertaining to tl
governmental policy. On the other hand, I
collective negotiations on a category.of matt
as permissive subjects.
Prior to the Courts decisions the accepte
there existed two categories of negotiable su
are mandatory and those which are permiss
suvjects were defined as matters of interest
party which might be presented in negotiati
agreed to, could be negotiated and inch
agreement.
Even talk of a strike assails our common
attractiveness of our colleges, and detracts frc
both. Moreover, a strike is likely to reduce ei
deal our State Colleges a serious blow from w
fully recover.
Our role, as professional educators, requir
the educational needs of our students as para
are difficult issues still to be negotiated, we si
that-end and endeavor to find a common groui
to an action that damages faculty, student
interests.
T.
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1. Every effort will be made
to keep the college open and to
maintain campus conditions as
close to normal asjrossible. The
cam pus and c la ss ro o m
buildings will be accessible to
faculty and students so that
those wishing to attend their
classes may do so.
2. All essential services will
be maintained and will be
a v a ila b le to s tu d e n ts ;
dormitories will be open, food
service will operate, the
Student Center and library will
be open, and infirmary service
will be available.
3. In the event ofajobaction,
students should assume that
faculty members will be
available to teach at all
regularly scheduled class
sections. If a faculty member
does not appear within 15
minutes of the scheduled class
time, students should presume
that class has been cancelled for
that particular day. Inthe event
this occurs, students should
complete their class assign
ments. If the faculty member
continues to be absent from
c la ss, s tu d e n ts sh o u ld
undertake independent study
and continue to maintain
normal progress in the course
by reading textbooks and
working on term papers.

Students should also seek the
advice of th e ir facu lty
members, in advance of a
strike, about independent
study options, e.g., special
readings, special projects, term
papers, and other assignments
for those classes that may not
meet regularly during a job
action.
4. In the event of a prolonged
strike, specific procedures for
class time missed will be
developed. Any decision to
lengthen or cancel the spring
semester will be made after
consultation with the college
community and the depart
ment of higher education. We
realize that this possibility may
cause great inconvenience to
students and others, but it may
be necessary if the educational
standards of the college are to
be maintained.
5. A central “hot-line” number for student use has
been established. You may call
893-5271 from 7 am to 8 pm
each day of any job action.
Individuals will be available to
answer your questions, ensure
that your right to study is not
being interfered with, and, if
necessary, to make arrangemens to escort you on or off
campus.

TO: All Employees
FROM: David W.D. Dickson,
President
SUBJECT: Strikes or Job
Actions
It has been announced by the
Council of New Jersey State
College Locals, NJSFT-AFT,
AFL-CIO (herein called the
Union) that it will seek to cause
a strike at the college on or
about March 19. This action
has been announced by the
Uniori despite the fact that it
has a fully executed agreement
with the state running through
June 30, 1979, containing a
commitment that there will be
no strike during the term of the
agreement. Further, even
absent the Union’s promise
that it would not strike, such
conduct by public employees is
generally illegal and may
s u b je c t p a r tic ip a n ts to
disciplinary action and other
penalties in accord with legal
action that may be taken.
While I sincerely hope that any
disruption of the educational
process can be averted, the
following statements of State
policy are provided to guide
you as you make your own
decisions regarding participa
tion in such illegal activities:
1.
The college will remain
open for classes and other
activities as scheduled, so that

T h r o u g h o u t the

practice in this area will remain,,
lemic freedom and responsibility,
ght the removal of a clause which
r shall not be required to teach
petency .Removal of the clause is
the subject of determination of
; subject of negotiations. There is
ate to require faculty members to
ipetency.
letermined what subjects are
ted by public employeeunions for
iare those which intimately a nd
fare of public employees and or
s not interfere significantly with
taining to the determination of
ther hand, the Court prohibits
>ory.of matters generally known

the accepted concept was that
egotiable subjects—those which
are; permissive. The permissive
! of interest to one or the other
in negotiation and, if mutually
d and included in the overall

the rights of all employees to
teach and work and students
wishing to learn may be
preserved.
2. The college will not
authorize the payment of salary
to any employee participating
in a job action.
3. Employees will be
expected to indicate to the
college their availability for
work activities or special
assignments commencing the
first day ofajobaction. Failure
to so indicate will be considered
as evidence of participation in a
job action, and this presump
tion will continue until the first
day the employee participates
in scheduled d u ties or
o th e rw is e s a tis f a c to r ily
indicates his or her return to
work.
Each college will operate a
system for determining the
performance of all employment
responsibilities by all members
of the negotiating unit during
the period of the job action.
Employees not present or
available for work activities or
special assignments will be
presumed to be participating in
the job action unless such
absence is for other cause.
Absence for other cause should
be reported, where possible,
prior to the scheduled activity
and on each subsequent day of
absence. Where it is not

possible to report such absence
prior to the scheduled activity,
the report shall be made at the
earliest possible time. Absence
reports including the reasons
therefore should be made in the
following manner: faculty to
the appropriate dean, all others
to the appropriate supervisor
who signs the bi-weekly
reports. Absences must be
approved and appropriately
documented. In appropriate
cases, sick leave must be
documented by a physician’s
certificate.
Students should assume that
the responsible teacher will be
present at each class session.
Should a teacher fail to appear
within 15 minutes of the
. scheduled time, students may
presume that that particular
class on that particular day
only has- been cancelled.
6. The college will operate a
special information center
from 7 am to 8 pm each day
during any strike or job action.
The following numbers should
be used: 893-4482 for general
strike information; 893-5222
for access to the campus. Please
call these numbers if you have
any questions and particularly
if your right to work is being
intérfered with. By calling 8935222 you may make arrange
ments to be escorted on and off

State
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ur common goals, weakens the
i detracts from the credibility of
to reduce enrollments and may
jlow from which they may never

ators, requires that we consider
lents as paramount. While there
•dated, we should strive toward
immon ground without recourse
llty, student, and institutional
Sincerely,
T. Edward Hollander
Chancellor

à \i
James Keenen, president ofM SC chapter o f the American Federation of Teachers, (AFT)
yesterday’s AFT union meeting in theStudentCenter Ballrooms.

addresses faculty members at
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editorial

We Vote Yes
The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) has received a
strike authorization from its statewide membership and the other
teaching and non-teaching professionals from the eight state
colleges. This authorization is the concensus vote of everyone who
will be affected by a possible strike, and is being used by the union
in its present negotiations with the state.
To everyone who’s involved in the union and state negotiations,
it looks like the impending strike is a very real possibility. The
union is now gearing up for a strike, doesn’t intend to back down
on any of its contract demands, and will go through with the job
action if no advances in negotiations have been made by Monday.
The strike date is set for next Tuesday.
On the other hand, judging from the public statement sent out
by T. Edward Hollander, chancellor of higher education on
Monday, (excerpts are reprinted in today’s centerfold) it seems
that the state is not about to back down, either.
And so thè time has come for the students to make up their own
minds on the issue, since student support one way or the other
could meati the real difference in the end.
After examining the many facets of the conflict, the newest
contract offers seems to be hurting the rank and file faculty the
most. The MONTCLARION recognizes that it is the common
professors-dthe ones you Find in yóur chemistry, Spanish, and
home economics courses, for example—who will be dragged
• through the proverbial mud be being forced into this job action.
For this reason, the MONTCLARION is reaching out to the
faculty members in our support of the strike.
We admit that we disagree with the moves being made by the
I union leadership- James Keenen, President of the MSC chapter of
the AFT, has alienated many students. Union propaganda, which
has been covering the campus, is painting a rosy picture of the
union arid its solidarity. The strike may be an extended one.
But the issues that the union is fighting on are worthy issues;
money, academic freedom, aftd, faculty participation in decision
making are.primary examples. These are the things that extend
beyond union and state. They affect every single professor and the
65,000. students who attend the state colleges.
Students, above all, should remember some of the “shady
deals” that have already been put over on them since Hollander
took office. Hollander now wants to blame declining enrollments
on the strike of 1974, when publicity since 1977 has been promoting
the declining college-age population as the reason for the shortage
of students. And there seems to be no shortage yet in sight.
So what the MONTCLARION is doing in effect is encouraging
students to support the strike. We realize that strikes are serious
businesses and that our support of the strike may mean serious
implications to the newspaper.
Not even the SGA has taken a stand on the issue.
But as far as we can see, the faculty who are striking have no
choice. The faculty, union and non-union, must stand up once and
for all for everything that our higher education system is built on.
Read the literature and decide for yourself. Consider both sides.
We are confident that a true analysis of the situation will prove
positive for the faculty.
We hope that the strike is not a long one. We hope that damage
to the students will be minimal, and non-striking professors will
not penalize students who do honor the strike.
For those of you who choose to cross the picket lines, the
MONTCLARION will continue in its duty to inform the campus
community by publishing throughout the strike. Copies of the
newspaper will also be made available to any student who docs
not wish to cross the lines,
Hopefully, there won’t be many people here on campus to read
it.

Students Speak)—---- -------------

Break Broken
. by Dave -Yourish and Klaus Weihenig

I f there is an extended strike by thefaculty, how will this affect your plansfo r spring
and summer vacations and/or graduation?

“I’m hoping that the strike won’t be very
long, so it doesn’t affect the summer school.
1 was planning o n , taking a course
in the summer. 1 don’t know
how it will affect this, but it
won’t affect my summer job,
which starts in June.”
Eileen Murrayl
Health/1980\
“Well, I plan to go to summer school, so if
the semesters overlap, 1 definitely will have a
problem. 1 plan to work in
between semesters, and if one is
lengthened, I will have to work
during the semester to make up
for the lost income.”
Michael Brune
Business Adm in./1980

“First of all, it would definitely affect my
summer vacation. I plan to go away right
after we get out. I think this is
unfair because 1 can’t change
my plans.”
Ingrid Vetter
German/1981
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“1 was planning on going to the summer
semester, and if they extend the semester
hings. 1I sup
suptwo weeks, it would confuse things.
port the teachers. 1 think to a
certain extent they’ve been
pushed into a corner. The state
is pushing irresponsible
W* fp it
attitudes regarding the strike.”
Alan Braun
, ¿ÊÊÊ*,.
Sociology/1980 ( g ^

“My main concern is graduating on time.
My job offer depends on my graduating and
a course that I was planning on
taking this summer that would
further my opportunities at my
job.”
Bryan Frisch
A ccounting/1979
‘‘If the strike is extended and the conse
quences are that the semester is extended,
my summer activities will be shattered. I feel
the teachers have good cause to
strike, but I don’t feel that it
should be handled in a way that
it should be detrimental to the
students.”
Maria John
Communication Sciences
and Disorders/1981

“If they take away the spring break, this
will harm me because I was supposed to go
away. I really don’t want them
to go on strike at all, because
either way it will affect me in
the summer or spring.”
Coleen Pender
Accounting/1981
“It won’t affect my spring vacation, but
basically, in the summer, people expect or
already have jobs lined up. It will make a big
difference, most likely to the
ones graduating. It will affect
the summer students. Students
who wanted to take credits
during the summer would be
hurt.”
Bob Scanzo
Uncommitted/1982
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Apathy Begins With Apathy
by David Anderson
4precedent over all other things-— including natural disasters, acts of God, death,
Amongst the “involved” and the “Fourth Floor Elite,” student apathy is quickly
etc. They fail to realize that most students handle an average of 15 credits, and
contesting sex, parties, and drinking as the most popular subject of conversation.
(shock!), take other courses in addition to theirs. However, the burden on students
Apparently, most of these students have nothing better to do than sit around
is passed off as insignificant as long as their assignments are completed. With this
talking about how. students just don’t get involved- Itis true that MSC has about as
attitude,
it appears that extra-curricular activities are viewed as trivial at best. At
many concerned students as Ivory soap has additives- but it is incorrect to assume
the
worst,
they are viewed as an unnecessary drain on the student’s academic time.
that the blame for this indifference rests solely with the poor, ignorant slobs who are
Thus,
to
encourage
participation would be practicing heresy.
too selfish to allocate time or concern to their college. It would be downright unfair
It is a constant source of amazement to discover that many faculty members
to criticize these pathetic creatures.
don’t understand the learning process completely. Learning results from combined
There are a number of other factors that cause students to be apathetic. While
intellectual stimulation and experience. Teachers can only benefit from
most students apologetically plead “I don’t have the time” to justify such urgent
encouraging
students to get involved in other activités. Sure, clubs and other
missions as feeding their pet goldfish and manicuring their nails, there is one
interests
do
take
time away from academic pursuits; but, more importantly, they
influence that has received little attention: how faculty members encourage student
can
foster
greater
involvement and interest in the school at large. When a student
apathy. Yes, Joe Student, now you can blame Dr. Teacher for your disgusting
comes to enjoy his learning environment (by whatever means), his or her grades will
slovenly habits. Perhaps you would like to know why.
take care of themselves.
Many teachers regard their profession as a nine-to-five job. They come in, teach
The task appears to fall to the unapathetic faculty members (and there are
four or five courses, grade papers and leave for the day. Most faculty receive failing
some----as few as they may be) to encourage their colleagues to become more
grades in inspiring student activity. Few teachers get involved in student-sponsored
involved
and interested. One suspects that as the burden of encouraging student
projects, or encouraging students to actively participate in extra-curricular
activities
falls on a smaller number of faculty members each year (as more and more
activities. With such a pathetic; uncaring attitude on the part of faculty, who can
teachers
become
less interested and involved), a breaking point will be reached. The
blame students for adopting similar values? If teachers view their role as
only
hope
is
that
when
that day is reached, there will still be enough students to care.
academicians to foster disinterest (whether consciously or unconsciously) rather
than interest, perhaps they should reevaluate their chosen careers.
David Anderson is the president of CINA.
Other faculty members presume that assigned work in their courses takes
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Keenen Opposes Faculty Coercion of Students
To the editor:
Reports have reached us that, in the
event of a faculty strike, some students
have been told by some of their teachers
to come to class regardless of their
convictions about crOsSihg a picketlihe.r
It was said that attendance would be
taken, or an exam would be given, etc.
We are supporters of the strike. We
would like student solidarity with and
support for the strike. We hold that
student interests and faculty interests
are overwhelmingly consistent in this
matter. We have made our opinions
known to students, as is our right.
However, in seeking student support
the only correct method is reason and
persuasion. Teachers should bend over
backwards to avoid coercion of
students or even the appearance of it.
We pledge that we will oppose any use
of coercion to obtain student support of
the strike. Therefore, anyone who
opposes the strike should also avoid any
unfair pressure upon students.
Some of their colleagues disagree
with our stand. That is their right, and
they also have the right to make their
opinions known to students.
Let all facts and viewpoints be
presented to the students. Let them

decide freely upon the basis of their
principles and understanding without
penaltv.regardless of their stand.
James P. Keenen, III
President, Local 1904, A.F.T.

E n em ies?
To the editor:
1 am a part-time graduate student at
MSC. I work full-time and am involved
in community affairs as well. My time,
therefore, is rather rushed. I haven’t,
read fully about the strike, so perhaps
I’m unaware of all the issues at stake.
One statement concerning the strike,
though, bothers the hell out of me.
In a recent MONTCLARION article
(March 8), professor Lucinda Long
labeled student, leaders, as well as the
state and the union leaders, as the
enemies of the striking teaf'u-'-s.
Enemies? Has the college campus now
become a battleground between teacher
and student? The students elect their
leaders, and so, by alienating them, she
is l alienating the entire student
community. We—the student body^become the mass enemy. Well, I happen
to believe in the naive and outdated
1philosophy that teachers have great
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.1 • students,
I j.~
responsibilities
toward* their
responsibilities in trust for the future.
When you took the job as a teacher, you.
knew about the hardships, and you
knew about the rewards—rewards that
sometimes can’t be meas u red monetarily.
Teachers, no matter how strong their
convictions might be, aren’t supposed
to drive wedges between themselves and
the students. Actions like that harden
the hearts of a lot of people. Enemies,
professor Long? I think that because of
your statement, you indeed might have
created some where there were rfone.
Francis Smith
BA History 76

TSA Objects
To the editor:
The following is a response to an
article entitled “Turkish Students form
New Club,” which appeared in the
MONTCLARION on March 8.
The members of the Turkish Students
Association (TSA) concur that the
mentioned article did not fulfill its true
purpose—that is, to inform the student
body of the aims of the club. It is also a
false representation of Turkish culture,
history, and contributions to the
modern world.
It appears the author of the
mentioned article failed to investigate
properly the club’s main goals. Instead,
the author dwelled predominantly on
the private lives of single individuals,
and erroneously applied generalizations
to Turkish youth, specifically those
attending this school.
We were joking, and the interviewer
misunderstood. The secretary and
chairman of the communications
committee, Susan Aybaz, remarked,
“Being Turkish is not a religion. The
major religion of our country is Islam.
Secondly, Moslems do not worship
human beings, namely Mohammed. We
worship God and not Mohammed, who
is only a messenger of God. All
Moslems are obligated to give only one-

fortieth oftlioir
theiru/polth
wealthand
andrtnp-tpn
one-tenth of
yearly gain to the needy. Donating onethird of this is obviously too
demanding. The point of the Ramadan
fast is to provide, a sympathy for the
hungry and the poor.
The members of the Turkish Students
Association would now like to convey
to the campus community the major
aims of their organization: (1) They
wish to educate the students involved
about Turkish history and culture and
to assist them in any difficulties they
may encounter in both their private and
college life; (2) they wish to serve the
purpose of strengthening the ties
between the students of the college and,
also, to facilitate the exchange of
educational, cultural, and social
e x p e rie n c e s w ith o th e r SGA
organizations; (3) they wish to educate
the members of the association with the
problems facing Turkey and to project
their educational experiences at MSC
to the Turkish community both here
and abroad; (4) they wish to coordinate
events as the means for implementation
of educational, cultural, and social
interests.
In conclusion, the TSA members feel
that the article “Turkish Students Form
New Club” may have hurt the
organization. This is evident in the fact
that the TSA Open House scheduled
last week and mentioned during the
interview, was not announced in the
article! We ask kindly that the
MONTCLARION in the future edit
their articles more closely.
Editor’s Note: There is no excuse for
the reporter's equating the Turkish
people with the Islamic religion. She
was wrong in recording that they
“worship...the prophet Mohammed."
She is a new reporter. But she was
writing a feature, not a news article. Her
aim was to personalize the club. The
d ub’s goals belong in a news article. She
does not have to include all the statistics
she receives. There i'fas no intention to
demean anyone.
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Hollander is Smarter Than You Think
by Matt Wilson
Why would Hollander want a strike?
T. Edward Hollander, chancellor of higher education in NJ is either the cleverest
To crush the AFT, or at the very least, render it impotent. Following this line of
SOB I’ve ever encountered or a bumbling idiot.
reasoning, Hollander wants the AFT to go to the mattress, and in short order, begin
Strong language, but his handling, or mishandling, of negotiations between the
to collapse as the teachers run out of money and will.
state and the Council of State College Locals of the American Federation of
Hollander, to be sure, will paint the'AFT to be greedy and claim that the union is
Teachers (AFT) renders the above an accurate statement.
holding students hostage, thus turning public opinion against the union.
Consider the following management actions during the last month as the
After the collapse, Hollander and the state will be around to pick up the
negotiations raced toward a crisis:
fragments. With the AFT effectively disgraced and silenced, he will be free to mold
The chancellor’s memo outlining the state’s bargaining position—intended for
the state college system as he sees fit, with no resistance.
college president eyes only—found its way to the AFT “one hour after it was
A far-fetched, paranoid scenario? Perhaps. But consider the alternatives.
written,” according to MSC President David W. D. Dickson.
Do you really believe the chancellor is stupid? Stupid enougl^o leak confidential
With the cat already out of the bag in the form of his own memo, Hollander put
memos, silence management officials under heavy attack, and purposely irritate
the lid on any further management comment on the state of the negotiations, or the
and belittle the AFT for no reason?
state’s position on the issues. Dickson, in an interview three weeks ago, and in other
Not a chance.
interviews since, has constantly complained about his inability to answer the deluge
Hollander may not want a strike, but he does want the contract----- that even
of AFT “propaganda” about the strike.
some management officials have labeled “poor”——badly. Of course, getting it
Last week Hollander issued a directive terming the strike authorization vote
without a strike would be nice, for the destruction of the AFT would be no less
illegal and suggesting that it should not be allowed to take place on state property
complete and considerably less messy.
(the campuses). Yet, when it came time for the vote, no action was taken by the state
But if it comes to it, he’ll be content to suffer through a strike. After all, one can’t
to prevent the vote on any of the eight campuses.
make an omelette, or a new state college system, without breaking a few eggs or a
In the face of an overwhelming strike authorization vote (78% decided to strike),
union, right?
Hollander termed the pro-strike sentiment “low” and declared that the teachers are
And who will pay for the destruction? Not Hollander-——he will continue to
reluctant to walk out, according to The Sunday Record.
draw his paycheck and won’t spend any money on tuition. Yes, folks, the students
Hollander’s strategy, if there is one, would seem to be one deliberately bent on
and the teachers will suffer the most. And ironically, the state, almost without
confrontation. Now, if one subscribes to the notion that the chancellor is very
trying, has managed to pit us against each other when we need solidarity the most.
clever, his actions fit a pattern.
Oh, the chancellor is stupid all right. Stupid like a fox.
The pattern, then, is designed to whip the union into a frenzy. While doing that,
the state bargaining team will give no consequential ground and thus force the
Matt Wilson is a columnist for the MONTCLARION.
AFT, for the sake of its own survival, into a strike.

--------------------------------Jo n s e c o n d t h o u g h t ! -------------------------

T h ese a re th e D a y s o f O u r L iv e s
Soap operas. Or, as the networks say,
“daytime dramas.” They cause some
rather strange situations in real life.
Which is not to say that soap operas
aren’t strange. After all, we’ve all heard
about Joan, who is really in love with
Eric, but is marrying John because she
is carrying\Don’s baby and John thinks
that it is hi? (because he got drunk one
night, you see, and has no recollection
of what he did). Nobody’s ever accused
Joan of being stupid. Besides, John’s
rich.
1 admit it. I’ve got a habit. I’m stuck
on “Days of Our Lives.” I’m in love with
at least three men on the show, and 1
hate with a passion all of the villains.
However, I don’t attack the actors
when I see them on the streets. 1 don’t
send flowers and condolences to
“comatose” actors. I can differentiate
between fiction and reality.
But, to get back to the point.
The time: last Monday, 2 pm. The
place: the “intellectual” office in the

by Meryl '
Student Center. The characters: the
president of the “intellectuals,” the
treasurer, the secretary, another editor
of this paper, and myself. The subject:
soaps.
“You’ve seen “Days of Our Lives”
lately?” I cried. “I haven’t seen it in :
weeks!*What’s going on? Did Trish and
David get together? Did Doug really
cheat on Julie? Is Margot dead yet? And
what about Chris and Mary?
“Well,” the treasurer said, “Don and
Marlena finally got married...”
^
“They got married!” I shrieked. “I
missed it! I don’t believe it!”
At this point the president walked in.
“Aw, you missed it,” he sympathized.
“Missed what?”
“Don and Marlena’s marriage,” I
wailed.
“They finally got hitched? That’s one
of the longest courtships I’ve ever seen,”
he commented.
“But I missed it!”
“Linda’s getting her memory back,”

the treasurer continued, “and she can’t
believe she used to be such a bitch.”
“I don’t believe this,” was the other
editor’s remark.
“Trish is still after David, but
Stefanie won’t let her take him away,”
the treasurer informed me. “She’s still
stealing from the company.”
“She is?’
“Yes. She’s really Bob’s daughter
Brooke.”
“Brooke’s still around?” the president
put in. “She was on the show when 1was
watching it two years ago. I knew she
didn’t die in the car crash!”
“Brooke switched identities with the
hitchhiker,” the treasurer explained.
“Now she’s out to destroy Bob.”
By this time, the secretary had turned
purple and started to have convulsions
of laughter.
“I fail to see humor in this situation,”
I sniffed.
“I don’t,” the other editor said.
“Don’t you realize that Bob didn’t

know Brook was his? That he just had a
heart problem? That he almost diecffl"
“I really don’t care,” he replied.
“Don’t care?!” I shrieked. “You don’t
care? What kind of inhuman monster
are you?! How would you feel if Willie
Randolph’s wife ran off with Lou
Piniella’s brother? What would happen
if Chris Chambliss came down with
leukemia?”
“Control yourself,” he said. “It’s only
a tv show.”
“If that’s your attitude, Mr. Sports
Editor, you can consider our friendship
ended as of this moment.”
“I didn’t know we had one,”
I couldn’t take any more. I stalked
out, slamming the door.
But then, I’m not one of those people
who think soaps are real. I can
differentiate between fiction and reality.
I think................
......... ...... „
M eryl Yourish is the editorial page
editor o f the MONTCLARION.
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- by Karen Satch
“All food entering our
house is utilized to its
maximum,” Caryll Sue De
Fraite said. “Refuse from
produce, like broccoli
leaves, feed our compost
pile. Table scraps feed our
labrador. In fact,” she said
with a sparkle in her big
brown eyes, “it was when the
dog started putting on a few
extra pounds that my
husband and I got the idea
to make soap out of all that
fat he was eating instead.
Our lab has shed 25 pounds
as a result.”
De Fraite is a graduate
student at MSC working on
her masters degree in
consumer economics. Not

only does she study the
subject in school, but she
practices it religiously at her
home in Boonton.
Soap is not the only thing
the De Fraite family makes.
Pioneering efforts are
exerted in the production of
wine and root beer in the
basement. Home canning of
the fruits and vegetables
grown in the backyard is
also enjoyed. In the midst of
this whirlwind of activity
race-children, birds, fish,
rabbits, a labrador, and a
poodle.
The days of hom e
production are long gone for
most Americans, who rarely
find the time to cook
themselves breakfast in the
m o rn in g . T hey only

G et Inside
R ea l P olities

by Stephen N. Adubato, Jr.
There is a unique learning experience happening on the MSC
campus. It is the “Campaign Politics’program, which has been a
standout in the political science department since 1972 and is
under the direction of Harry Balfe, J D ,
Balfe, a Montclair resident and Democratic County
Committeeman for a dozen years, described the program, “Our
goal is to further the objectives of political science by taking
theoretical political concepts and applying them in a practical
manner.”
Several students have benefited greatly from the “Campaign
Politics" course. It has provided many students with the
opportunity to work in an actual campaign.
“This past semester all the candidates our students worked for
were victorious,” Balfe stated. “Our students worked for such

candidates as US Sen. Bill Bradley, Peter Shapiro,EssexCounty
executive, Con. Matthew Rinaldo, and Con. Robert Roe.”
The “Campaign Politics”course was especially active in the
1976 presidential election. Balfe assigned students to work for
both the Jimmy Carter and the Gerald Ford campaign.
“The party or candidate our students work for is not that
‘ important. What is important is that they experience and
participate in a full-fledged political campaign,” Balfe stated.
One of Balfe’s former students became the only successful nonincumbent congressional hopeful, James Courter (D-district 5).
At the conclusion of each campaign, students come together to
compare notes on their experiences. They were required to submit
a written report and deliver an oral report on their campaign
activities.
The contacts students make during their involvement in their
respective campaigns are many times helpful to them at a later
date.
The “Campaign Politics” course is open to all students at
MSC, not only political science majors. The course itself is an
^opportunityjfor^students^o^geMnto^hE^re^P^I^^J^^ii^^

vicariously experience the
types of activities the De
F raite family actually
engages in when they flip
through the pages of Better
Homes & Gardens.
“It appears to me that one
of the m ajor factors
c o n t r i b u t i n g t a th e
breakdown of the family
unit is the lack of commonly
shared goals and activities,”
De Fraite said, in regards to
the American family.
“Most families, if they’re
lucky, will find everyone
home for dinner about twice
a week. Holiday activities,
like dying eggs at Easter,
may bring family members
to g e th e r, o r, p erh ap s
flooding in the basement,
when all hands are needed.
For most families, however,
home is a place to watch tv,
s le e p , an d e v a c u a te
whenever possible. My
husband and I try to reverse
this trend in our own home.”
Wondering why such a
busy lady goes through all
the trouble of making her
own soap, De Fraite’s
response clearly indicated
that saving money was not
the primary reason.
Her words floated in a
pool of pride when she
explained th a t, “ Soap
making, gardening, home
canning, and brew making
are activities that my
husband, myself, and my
children can enjoy together
as a family.
“ They give us an
opportunity to spend time
with one another and to be
creative. The children pitch
in and love getting their
fingers into whatever we’re
doing—like the time my son
poked holes in the still soft
soap, giving it the swiss
cheese effect.”
Most people would be
surprised to learn that soap
making is not a laborious
affair and could nicely fit

into a hectic schedule, as De
Fraite fits it into hers.
When asked about the
quality and acceptability of
the finished product, De
Fraite remarked, “It may
not look as ,polished as the
real thing, but I t works just
like it, except that is has low
sudsing ability.
“The best thing about it is
that it doesn’t melt away as
far as a bar of Ivory or
Camay. It seems to last
forever,” she said.

De Fraite discovered the
homemade soap possesses
another remarkable
qualityM-that of increasing
her husband’s appetite in the
morning. When asked to
explain, she said, “Well,
because I use bacon
d rip p in g s and d o n ’t
generally add cologne
during the process, it’s
usually cries for bacon and
eggs that 1hear coming from
the bathroom while he’s
washing up!”

If it’s sick to love a p
then the workns going
“a r t is t s * s u p p u ts "

DAILY—* 3 0 - 7 0 0

STUDENT

discount!!!
I 129B WATCHUNG AVE, MONTCLAIR j

People are fanatics when It comes to their Riot Razor Point pens.
They're reluctant to give them up. And when someone borrows one,
w hat happens is inevitable.
First, they love th e way it writes. Really smooth and extra-fine. They
go wild over its clever m etal collar th a t helps keep the point from going
squish. Naturally they “forget” to give it back, although it’s only 790.
This can be very embarrassing when they're caught in the a c t
Others have pocketed R iot’s Fineliner pen. The one w ith the slightly
less delicate stroke. It’s only 690.
So if you borrow someone's Razor
' Point or Fineliner pen
you'd b etter
be prepared
to pay the
consequences.
But, for much less than a
dollar, you'd be sm art
to buy your own.

PILOT

fineine m a te r pens

More than jus) something to write with.
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qrls/antertainment

A G lorified
Soap Opera
VOICES. Directed by Robert Markowitz.
Written by Robert Markowitz. Produced by Joe
Wizan. Released through United Artists. Starring
Michael Ontkean. Amy Irving. Alex Rocco, and
Barry Miller.
_______

by John Mack
Voices is the type of movie that tries
to create a tender love story. Instead, a
glorified soap opera has been created.
The movie complicates itself with
unrealistic situations. There is constant
chaos and crises.
Voices, is set primarily in Newark;
however, portions of Essex and Hudson
counties are included. It marks the first
movie since the silent film era to be
entirely filmed in NJ.
Michael Ontkean portrays Drew
Rothman, a 26-year-old who lives with
his father, grandfather, and younger
brother. By day he works in his father’s
dry cleaning business. At night he sings
in local go-go clubs. Generally he is
going nowhere but he has dreams of
becoming a popular singer.

by Kevin Malmud
Some call it Latin jazz, some call it
Salsa, but anyone who attended the
March 12 Eddie Palmieri concert in
Memorial Auditorium would call it
exhilarating music.
The opening segment of the concert
set the pace for most of the show; strong
Latin rhythms, a driving horn section,
and wide-ranging vocals. Eddie
Palmieri’s creative keyboard playing
rounded out a powerful overall sound.
Opening up the show for Palmieri
were Messenger, consisting of much of
Grover Washington Jr.’s back-up band.
The group provided an enjdyable
opening act, at times exciting the crowd
with pulsating jazz-rock sounds. Crowd
favorites like “Disco Magic” and “Let
the Spirit Fly” had the audience
clapping along in approval. A highlight
of Messenger’s show was percussionist
Dr. Gibbs, who delighted the crowd
with an exciting conga solo.
Palmieri, a native of Puerto Rico, has
recorded countless albums and has
recently signed with an American label,
Epic Recrods. In a conversation with
vocalist Luisito Ayala, he pointed out
the recent influence of an American
sound in the band’s music. On their last
album, Lucumi Macumba Voodoo,
songs like “Spirit of Love” and “Highest
God” reflect this trend. Ayala also said
that the upcoming album would consist
of a straight “Latin sound.” Anyone
present at Monday’s show can attest to
the preceeding statement; Latin sound
dominated the entire show.
Much of the beauty of Palmieri’s
music is attributed to intricate rhythm
patterns and variations of melody and
itheme.

Frank Rothman (Alex Rocco),
Drew’s father, has lost his. sense of
purpose since the death of his wife. He is
constantly spending money from his dry
cleaning business trying to hit it rich at
the racetrack so that he can realize his
dream of moving to California.
Raymond Rothman (Barry Miller),
Drew’s brother, finds high school a
waste of time and wants to become a big
time gambler.
Drew attempts to be a steadying
influence for his troubled family. His
quest for stardom is unending. He is
constantly recording demo tapes for
recording companies. One day in a
recording booth Drew sees the girl of his
dreams—Rosemarie Lemon (Amy
Irving), a teacher at a deaf school who is
herself deaf. She is a shy and reserved
girl—she does not even talk. Through
her relationship with Drew she breaks
out of her shell and begins to speak.
With new confidence Rosemarie voices
her dream of becoming a dancer. After
much ado and heartbreak she

On his latest album Palmieri explains
a part of “Mi Conga Te Llama,”
performed at Monday’s cosncert-^“While using the sustaneutal pedal, I
was able to employ the natural
harmonics of the piano, employing the
cellos at the end of the theme in another
glissando h arm onic.” Palm ieri’s
musical knowledge and keyboard
innovations were visible by his elbows
in his piano work.
After a sizzling opening number, the
group settled down to a constructed
jam, featuring solos by various
members of the band. Here is where the
major weakness of the show lay. Many
of the solos were lengthy, drawn out,
and repetitive. This factor was evident
in many of the songs as well, some
lasting over 30 minutes. After such a
high energy opening number, the crowd
was not ready to settle down. But
towards the end, the audience got their
chance to clap and dance, with Palmieri
providing an enjoyable finale.
Although the show attracted a fairly
large crowd, many seats in Memorial
Auditorium were left empty. There
seems to be a reluctancy on the part of
the student body to expand and
experiment with a new sound, to take a
chance on a group thney might not have
previously heard. Class One Concerts is
funded with money derived from
student fees. They offer a wide variety of
shows, at reasonable prices; major
artists from all modern musical
categories ranging from Lonnie Liston
Smith to Patti Smith. (This 'Sunday,
March 18). Class Once Concerts has
tried to encourage students to take
advantage of shows such as Eddie
Palmieri’s.
_____ __________
.

Drê^MichâêlÔntkêàn) learns that Rosemarie (Amy Irving) failed in her dance
audition in MG M ’s Voices.
just so happens when the fire occurred,
eventually achieves her goal.
Amy Irving’s performance is a bright Rosemarie was to audition for her
spot in a poor film. She is poignant in dancing position.
Rosemarie needs the speakers placed
her portrayal of Rosemarie Lemon.
Prior to the filming of Voices she went on the dance floor to feel the
through intensive training in sign vibrations—without them she’s lost.
Drew is too busy with the pyros in his
language and dance instruction. <
Meanwhile, Drew, with renewed family to tell the people in charge about
in c e n tiv e ,, picks up a singing it.
Not to worry. After saving the family
engagement at Patterson’s Clam Bar, a
local club. (An interesting note is the use business Drew races to the theater and
of Burton Cumming’s voice for saves the day for Rosemarie. He simply
Rothman's songs; Gth^r guest artist-s t^lls,,thg:-"4iiect o p , t q reaudjtian hec,-.,
include Willie Kelson“ Tom Petty “and under his terms.T)f course the directors
the H eartbreakers, and Atlanta oblige willingly—need I go any further?
It is unfortunate that Voices is such a
Rhythm Section.)
disappointment. The basic concept of
The adventures of the family this love story is good, but overall
continue when Drew’s father decides to performances are weak, and we
bet the family savings at the track. After constantly are sidetracked with useless
losing the family’s money, he becomes scenes. Even with Irving’s performance
irrational and attempts to burn down and local settings, Voices is not worth
the family business for the insurance. It the admission price.

Students Do the Classics
by Mark Leo
On March 10 MSC’s Student
Orchestra graciously performed four
assorted classical pieces at Memorial
Auditorium. Their 60 minute concert
featured delicate and soothing
in te r p r e ta tiv e re w o rk in g s of
compositions by Mozart, Copland,
Teleman, and Prokofiev.
The entire orchestra was dressed in
formal attire with the female students
wearing black gowns and the male
students wearing black tuxedoes.
Conducting this equally proportioned
(male/female) 55-piece orchestra was
the 6 foot, sandy-haired Norman Smith.
Appearing in total control, Smith
accurately and precisely directed his
female-dominated 25 piece string
section and the mixed 20 piece
woodwind section to accommodate
rising, crescendo-filled selections like
Copland’s “Rodeo.”
During “Rodeo” the orchestra
exuded full-bodied vitality and energy
while utilizing the auditorium’s rich
acoustics. T hroughout “ R odeo”
concertmistress Margaret Person’s,
Deborah Bregenzer’s, and Marla
Horwotiz’ violins and Beverly Bouma’s,
Jayne Morgan’s, and Ken Johnson’s

violas sparkled with clarity and
brilliance while accentuating the
moving melody line with brisk,
powerful phrasing.
This quick pattern achieved an openaired aura which allowed Loretta
Politano’s and Michael Vivino’s
clarinets and Dana Greenwald’s and
Sue Mattero’s french horns to sway and
weave around the string’s complex,
multi-layered resounding stop and go
patterns.
On Mozart’s “The Magic Flute,”
there was a slow-paced flute
accompaniment by Joan Cushine and
Lisa V reeland th a t g rad u ally
accelerated. As the french horns and
Eileen Arnold’s and Mitchell Berzin’s
oboes supplied force and substance, the
two violas added a quiet, smooth
texture to this gentle, tranquil piece.
Unfortunately, the auditorium was
only half-filled. It is regrettable that
more people did not bother to attend a
free concert that showcased some gifted
and talented students. Nevertheless,
their.; performance was not totally
ignored as the attending audience
demonstrated their appreciation for a
satisfying evening of the classics.
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Paperback Bestsellers

P ost

'F
evr9McMullen

by Robert Yeo
At last Thursday’s Art
Forum James McMullen, an
illustrator, presented slides of
his work. McMullen started his
talk by using a metaphor
comparing the art of creation
with the act of sex, suggesting
that being an illustrator was
like selling your body. The
metaphor convoluted and drew
an unusual picture of the
illustrator. He then went into
trying to describe the conflict
between fine artists and
commercial artists. This is a
childish argument as to who is
and is not making “art.” It does
not help anybody because it
belittles the commercial artist
and sets up a confusion as to
what is of real value. We all
know that both kinds of artists
have something of value to
offer us.
After his opening talk
McMullen showed 180 slides
and spoke about the kind of
jobs he got and the ideas and
techniques he used. One of
McMullen’s claims to fame was
illustration work he did for an
article on discos for New York
Magazine. The art along with
the story by Nik Cohen became

the basis for the film Saturday
Night Fever.
As it turns out the disco work
was only a small fraction of his
art. It wasn’t his best work nor
did it represent his real talent or
interests. McMullen likes to
use maps, postcards, and
diagrams. For example, he will
paint in water color a landscape
and above it put floating
postcard-like images. The
water color is soft and
transparent. The lines are
elegant and well executed.
Most of the work is done by
drawing out the idea in a
sketch, then taking it through
extra steps of more complete
drawing to the final stage in
which water color is applied.
When asked for advice on
becom ing an illu strato r,
McMullen stated that is was
necessary to learn the “hard
stuff” drawing. Drawing is a
vocabulary, something like a
list of words; but in this case it’s
a list of graphic qualities one
used to make sense on a flat
surface. He advised everyone to
learn to draw the figure in an
eleg an t and con v in cin g
manner. He also stated that a
knowledge of shapes and what

they do is necessary.
S u r f a c e was a n o t h e r
important point McMullen
stressed. The artist is working
with creating surfaces. He must
know many different kinds of
surfaces and how to make them
so that they have the look and
feel he needs. McMullen didn’t
talk at all about creating space,
but one could see from his work
that he used various forms such
as compact tight space by
putting a lot form in a small
space or a loose floating space
by making a landscape with
thin layers of water color.
McMullen also stressed the
need to bring your own
personality into your work. He
stated that he was a depressive
in the market which sold joy,
sex, and happiness. This
provides a state of tension for
him which he would try to
bring to the work.
If you are interested in James
McMullen’s art, look at Sports
Illustrated, New York
Magazine and also Broadway
theater posters (he did The Gin
Game, the Anna Christie-Liv
UUman poster, and Working).
His illustrations are convinc
i ng, i m a g i n a t i v e , a nd
beautifully done.

The following bestseller list is reprinted from the March 7 issue
of Publisher’s Weekly. All of the books can be found in the MSC
bookstore.
1. Bloodline. Sidney Sheldon/ Warner $2.75. A young woman
inherits her father’s multi-billion dollar business and must find the
insider trying to destroy it.
2. The Women’s Room. Marilyn French/Jove $2.50. French
explores the lives of educated women in today’s society.
3. My Mother/ My Self: The Daughter’s Search for Identity.
Nancy Friday/ Dell $2.50. The complexity between many motherdaughter relationships is examined by Nancy Friday.
4. The Holcroft Covenant. Robert Ludlum/ Bantam $2.75. The
author of such mysteries as The Rhineman Exchange and The
Matlock Pitper has written another bestselling thriller.
5. The Human Factor. Graham Greene/Avon $2.50. A new,
exciting spy novel.
6. The Insiders. Rosemary Rogers/ Avon $2.50. The life and
loves of an LA tv anchorwoman.
7. Goodbye California. Alistair MacLean/Fawcett $2.50. A
plot to blast California into the sea nearly succeeds. Maybe next
time.
8. Final Payments. Mary Gordon/ Ballantine $2.50. A 30-yearold woman suddenly finds herself alone in the world after caring
for an invalid father 11 years.
9. Nightshift. Stephen King/ NAL $2.50vThe author of Carrie
has a new collection of horror stories.
10. Backstairs at the White House. Gwen Bagni/Bantam $2.50.
Two White House maids who served through eight
administrations tell what it was like to work in the President’s
home. compiled hv Michelle Gael a

Patti Smith Tix
Tickets for the Patti Smith Group’s concert at Panzer Gym on
Sun., March 18 at 8 pm are still available in the Student Center
lobby or the CLUB office on the fourth floor. For further
information call 893-5232.

AN
ALTERNATE
PLAN

As students of the School of Fine and Performing Arts we recognize Dr. Dickson’s need
to find ways to simplify the process of administering the college. We also understand his
desire to create a School of Management Science in light of the increasing numbers of
____
_ business majors at Montclair State College. However, we ask Dr. Dickson to appreciate
our desire to retain our identity as a School of Fine and Performing Arts. We ask him to further bear in
mind two significant realities while he contemplates the reorganization of the College. First, the majority
of us cannot afford to attend a university or college with a conservatory for music or the arts. That is our
reason for taking advantage of the opportunities for an education offered by the State of New Jersey.
Second, the School of Fine and Performing Arts has brought National recognition to the college as a
whole in the areas of theater, music, and fine arts. We have considered the options available in form
ulating a plan for reorganization and have devised an alternate proposal, termed "Plan C", which we
now submit for consideration. It includes the following:

If this plan were implemented, it would:
A. Establish a School of Management Sciences
B. Reduce the number o f schools in the college from six to five
■ (the same as proposed in Plan A)
C. Retain the identity so necessary for continued growth and recog
nition in the field o f Fine and Performing Arts.
D. Combine the sciences into one school.
E. Create the School of Public Service thereby defining more explicitly
the common goal currently shared by both the School of
Educational and Community Services and the School of Profesfesional Arts and Sciences.

The School of Fine and Performing Arts
The School of Humanities
The School of Management Sciences
The School of Natural and Social Sciences
The School of Public Services

Basically, we are advocating the adoption of Plan B with exception of combining the School of Fine and Performing
Arts with the School of Humanities. We urge the administration, Dr. Dickson, and the Board of Trustees to adopt our
proposal, as we feel it to be an honest and carefully considered compromise for the reorganization of thé college.
This Proposal is Supported by M A O C ____________________ _____
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sports

by Andy Kaye
So you think writing this column is easy. Well, consider the
thoughts of this writer last week.
At the start of the week 1 realized that the only things going on
in the world of MSC athletics were a fencing match and Ken
Mallory’s quest for a national championship. “Don’t worry,
Andy,” 1 kept telling myself. “Mallory will win the title and you
won’t have to interview a fencer. Sure, good old Mallory will come
through.” But then as I left- Bohn Hall on Friday, one of my buddies
noticed something. “What’s with Mallory?” he exclaimed. A
quick glance to my left and 1 saw Ken Mallory—that gladiator,
that conquistador—hobbling about on crutches.
Terror! Panic! “Mallory, how could you do this to me?" 1
thought. “You know what that means, Andy. A fencer—those
blood-thirsty people who make human pin cushions out of their
opponents.”
1 quickly regained my composure. “Come on, kid. Start
thinking of some questions you could ask.” 1 thought and 1
thought, but nothing came to mind. (Of course, that Saturday
morning hangover might of had something to do with that.) One
cohort suggested I ask, “Did you likeZorroas a kid?” Thanks for
trying to cheer me up, but this is a serious matter. I need
questions!!!
It’s Monday night, and I still don’t have any questions, but time
has run out. I walked to the gym, took a deep breath, and prepared
foMhe challenge that awaited.
I entered Gym 3 and sighted assistant coach Mary Caprio. 1
explained who I was and then mumbled something about not
having any questions. Instead of grabbing her foil and playing
“pin the tail on Kaye,” she said she understood. For the next hour,
Caprio, head coach Bonnie Farbstein, and Eileen Murray, the
MSC Athlete of the Week, talked about their sport. You know
what? I didn’t have to have any questions.
They enlightened me on some of the basic points of the game.
They, told me of how they had qualified for the national
championships in San Jose but because of an agreement that was
made before the season they were unable to get funds from the
athletic department nor were they allowed to raise their own
funds. They talked of the relative obscurity of fencing and the
possible reasons for it.
But most of the talk centered on Murray. Last week the junior
from Wayne won all three of her bouts as MSC beat City College
of New York (CCNY) 12-4. The three wins raised Murray’s record
to a phenominal 44-10, a winning percentage of .814.
Murray started fencing in high school. “1 was too small for
basketball and fencing was the only other winter sport,” she
explained. She thus followed into the footsteps of her two older
sisters, both of whom are former MSC fencers. Farbstein pointed
out that some of the characteristics that make Murray such a good
fencer are her aggressiveness, endurance, agility, and ability to
“read” an opponent.
I was just beginning to get the jist of this sport when I asked a
fatal question. “Where do you feel you’ve made your greatest
improvement?” tasked. Murray quickly answered, “In my six.”
My immediate reaction was “What the hell are you talking about,
girl?” But once again the ladies were patient with this fencing
illiterate as they explained that a “six” was a sort of change of pace
maneuver.
All that worrying for nothing. Thanks, ladies.
NOTES: Last fencing match is tonight at 7 pm in Gym 3.

by Rich Wallace
The running boom in America has grown to
incredible proportions.. Literally millions of
people have begun to jog or run on a regular
basis, discovering what their bodies were
designed to do%-to move.
Last week’s unexpectedly warm weather
brought out a barrage of springtime athletes
from the cozy confines of indoor living, and the
roads and parks in Montclair were filled with
runners.
A number of friends and acquaintances have
approached me for information on how to begin
a running program, and one MONTCLARION
columnist surprised me with the knowledge that
even he had begun a daily jogging routine.
You’ve probably considered it yourself.
Everyone seems to be running these days, and if
you haven’t yet begun, chances are you soon will.
Running is not a difficult process. It is not very
time consuming, and when done in moderation,
can do wonders for you both physically and

mentally.
Fifteen minutes of very easy jogging is plenty
for beginners, and its no sin to walk if necessary.
No one expects you to run a marathon the first
week, and if all you can manage is once around
the block, well that’s a heck of a lot more than
nothing at all.
I can’t say for sure that you’ll enjoy running,
but give it an honest chance. You’ll be doing
yourself a big favor. I’ve been running for eight
years, and I’ve never considered stopping.
People in their forties and fifties, even in their
seventies have begun running for health and
enjoyment. You can do it too, and you’ll be glad
you do.
If you have any questions about where to run,
or how to run, why should you run, etc., write to
me in careof the MONTCLARION and I’ll do
my best to help you out.
The first step is the hardest, after that its easy.

YOGI BERRA S
HALL OF FUME
RACOUETBALL
College Discount
NON Prime Time Only ¿ f i / U r
V alid M S C ID R eq u ired
1 11 ■
Call for reservations 227-4000, 333 Rt. 46 1/1/., Fairfield, NJ
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HOUSING OFFICE
B o h n H a ll F o u rth F lo o r

RESIDENCE HALL
1979-1980
%

Applications are now available at all
residence hall desks and at the housing
office-Bohn Hall Fourth Floor.

The Deadline For Applications Is Next
Friday March 23
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IM Highlights

Joggers and Runners
Attention joggers and
runners of all ages, and of all
levels of compeition. You all
are welcome, especially
beginners! On Thurs..March 22,
at 4:30 pm, we will meet; for

warmups and then go for a run.
The meeting place is in front of
the Panzer Gym. This run is
open to the entire college
community. Faculty, staff, and
students. If you have any

questions or want additional
information call Gail Reiken,
at extension 5239. Hope to see
you all there.

Top (left-right) Sam Mills, Ed Mudugno, Pete Nobbs.
Bottom (left-right) Johnnie Johnson, Steve Clark, Pete
McGuiean, Glenn Skidmore._______________ -_____________________________
The Student Intramural Leisure Council (SILC) held its
Annual Wrestling Tournament in The Panzer Gym. This was the
first time this event was held in the main gym. The move proved to
be very successful as families and friends were able to cheer the
wrestlers on. The enthusiasm in the gym was unmatched by any
previous tournament SILC has sponsored..
For the tournament itself, the intensity and determination of
the wrestlers reminded one of a National Collegiate Athletics
Association (NCAA) tournament, not a SILC sponsored event.
In the 126 pound weight class, Glenn Skidmore defeated Chris
Strazza. In the 136 pound weight class, Pete McGiugan
outpointed Henry McGaha. Moving up nine pounds to the 145
pound class, Pete Nobbs easily disposed of Eddie Camuso, while
Steve Clark defeated Vernon J. Woody in the 154 pound class.
Woody had to default because of an ankle injury sustained in the
semi-finals. Johnnie Johnson repeated as SILC champ moving up
ten pounds to the 172 weight pound class outmaneuvering
Anthony Luberto.
The 185 pound class featured the only pin of the tournament
finals as Ed Mudungo came from behind to best Tom Buckley. In
the final Heavyweight bout Sani Mills came~6uix>ri top,defeating
Bob Sims in overtime.

SPORTS SHORTS
Last year’s Knickerbocker Lacrosse Conference Champions,
the Indians, are very young. Coach Spencer Willard thinks that
even though the team is young they have the talent to win the
conference again.
Sophomore Jerry Buonocore will again be tending the nets.
Buonocore was a first team All Conference player last year as a
freshman. Helping out with the defense will be Junior All
American candidate Dee Gillespie. The other two defense
positions will be fought out between 1reshmen, Mike Gaykowski
(Maplewood), Harry Felter (Stony Point, New York), and Ken
Hollasch (Pine Brook). A big loss will be Junior Bill Huff who
quit for personal reasons. In order for the Red and White to have a
good season the defense will have to come around quickly.
Midfield will be lead by All American candidate Bob Gillespie,
captain and first team All Conference his freshman and
sophomore years. Joining Gillespie will be Tony Orlando a junior
from Clifton and Roger Palmisano a senior from Maplewood.
The second line will consist of sophomore Alan Geissel from
Clark, freshman Brian Reilly from Montclair, and sophomore
Mike Brownell from Fairlawn. The third line will consist of a
combination of these four players; Ed James (Somerset), Dan
Dolinsky (Clifton), John Murray (Clifton), and Bob Carrdine
(Montclair).
Attack will have sophomore George Nucera leading the way
with transfer Gary Gelston and either Nick Tropiano or Mike
Bocech. Leading candidate sophomore Doug Greulich had to quit
because of a death in his family.
Scrimmages this past weekend showed that the Indians have a
lot of growing to do. On Saturday the Red and White beat
County College of Morris 15-2 and then lost to a powerful Penn
Jersey Lacrosse Club on Sunday 10-3. The overall picture is still
bright because the Indians have at least been out on a field. Last
year the fields were not available until the first week in April.
The Indians open their schedule away Wed., March 21,against
Vije lumber two team in the nation, Adelphi University.
'

TUCKAW AYA
UTTLE TWO FINGERS.
The Two Fingers T-shirt.
Only *4.95
Next tim e you’re tucking away the smooth, passionate
taste of Two Fingers Tequila, you can dress the part. In the
Two Fingers T-shirt. Just fill out and return the coupon
below. (At just $ 4 .9 5 you might want to tuck away a couple
of extras, too.)
i ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------

Send check or money order to:
I Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
I P.O.Box31
j Englewood, New Jersey 07631
Please send m e____ T-shirts. I have
enclosed $4.95 for each T-shirt ordered.
Specify men’s/women’s size(s): □ Small
□ Medium □ Large □ Extra Large
Name
Address.
College or University.
-State.
Offer good in the United States only. Void
where prohibited by law. New Jersey state
residents add appropriate sales tax.

L___

_______ i

Se n d for our free recipe booklet: Tw o F in ge rs Tequila, P.0. B o x 14100, Detroit, Ml 48214
Imported and bottled by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc^, Peoria, IL, Tequila, 80 Proof. Product of Mexico.
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MSC: A Mystery
by Dave Wertheim and Terry Mullane
Question: What do recruiting, scholarships, and big money have to do with the
future of the MSC women’s basketball team?
Answer: Nothing and everything.
Sounds impossible?. Well, it’s not,and the paradox may be the single most
important factor in the Squaw’s success in years to come.
Without the money to recruit top high schooLplayers, MSC will be hard pressed
to maintain their roundball excellence in a sport fast being dominated by large
universities. .
The Association for Inter-CollegiateiAthletics for Women (AIAW) will divide
into three divisions in basketball next season, based on scholarship aid, much like
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). Although MSC will
compete in the full scholarship Division I, they,like all other MSC teams can only
give workstudy aid based on need.
Yet the Squaws will still compete against such “free-ride” squads as Rutgers and
Maryland.
“We’ve competed on a high level for so long that if we dropped down to Division
II or III it would be like saying we’re defeated,” Coach Maureen Wendelken said.
“We know that we’re taking a gamble. We can’t offer a girl a free-ride so we rely on
our tough schedule and past performance to attract them to MSC,” she added.
In addition to recruiting problems, the Squaws will begin next season minus their
entire starting frontline. Forwards Pat Colasurdo and Karen Smith and center Jan
Ternyik have all been lost to graduation.
Though the odds of a successful future seem to be against the Squaws, there are
some bright spots. They will still feature one of the finest backcourt duos in the
country in Alice Schmidt and Jill Jeffrey. Starters since their freshmen years, the
“seniors-to-be have been named co-captains by Coach Wendelken.
“They have the most experience on the club and will be looked to provide
leadership-especially by example,” Wendelken stated. ,
With Schmidt, MSC has one of the finest playmaking guards in the country. The
junior from Jersey City finished second in the nation with assists this season,
handing out oyer eight per game. Next year she will be expected to shoot more, in
order to make up for the loss of Colasurdo and Smith, the number one and number
two Squaw scorers.;
Schmidt’s ability can best be summed up by a comment made by a Women’s
Professional League (WBL) scout who said, “It’s a shame that she’s only a junior
because she could start for any team in the league today.
Jeffrey, MSCs shooting guard frustrated many defenses with her outside
shooting. Only five feet tall she “faced” many taller opponents with her jumper. The
Allentown, Pa. native had a 13 plus points per game average this year,and will also
be looked to for more offensive punch next season.
Sophomore Pat Fixter, a clutch reserve player this year seems a likely candidate
to fill one of the vacated front line spots.
“The only way that Fixter won’t start is if she breaks her leg,” Wendelken said.
The six foot redhead’s performance in the closing games of this season proved
both her ability,and her improved style of play from the start of the 78-79
campaign. This past season MSC’s offense was geared to getting the ball
inside to Colasurdo, Smith, and Ternyik. It seems apparent that the Squaws
will have t o ' adjust their offense to compliment Schmidt and Jeffrey.

Mz>c s Ken M allory displays his wrestling ability as he destroys an
opponent in a match during “KenM allory N ight.”

M a llo ry H u rt
by Frank Penotti
A not so funny thing recently
happened to MSC’s Ken Mallory,
newly crowned Division III National
Wrestling champion at 134 lbs. The
script called for Mallory to end his
college career in a blaze of glory and
repeat as Division I National Champion
at the site of Iowa State University
(ISU). He was expected to have some
close matches especially with those who
had the audacity to beat him during the
course of the regular season, but in the
end he was to come out smelling like the
proverbial rose.
This scenario never made it past the
wishful thinking stage,as an unkown
and unseeded Bill Goodspeed, from
Wisconsin University (WU), altered the
Ken Mallory script in one fine swoop.
He eliminated our hero in the first
round of the tournament, without so
much as a “please may I?”
This year, Ken Mallory’s tussle with
the big boys was over before it really got
started, as Goodspeed won by the
dubious score of 2-1. Up until the third
period the match was a draw, as both
wrestlers matched each other’s feints
and takedown attempts with instinctive
and lighting quick counter moves.
Our boy was still in good physical
shape until this year’s scriptwriter,
“Fate” moved to pencil the word injury
next to Mallory’s name. Mallory
grimaced in pain as the third period
began to unfold. The cause of the
grimace was his knee that was wretched
in the grasp of Goodspeed. Stopping the

action to take stock of the extent of his
injury, Mallory, conferred with Head
Coach Rick Sofman and then, true to
form, got up and continued to wrestle,
attempting to score a takedown that
would give him the lead that would send
him into the next round. It was not to be
as Goodspeed tied up Mallory who was
cautioned for stalling. The ax fell a few
moments later as Goodspeed was
awarded one point because of Mallory’s
alleged stalling.
It was all Goodspeed needed for the
win, enabling him to move on to the
next round where he used his newly
found wrestling talent to lose big. So
ended Ken Mallory’s season as he made
a quick exit that night, along with team
manager Dennis Buckley and Coach
Sofman, all of whom flew home a few
days earlier than expected.
Mallory finished this year’s campaign
with a record of twenty nine wins and
four losses, included in those wins were
the Metropolitan Championship and
the aforementioned Division III
National Championship crown at 134
pounds.
An extremely successful year no
matter how you cut the cake. His early
round loss in the Division I tournament
only underscored how everything must
fall into place mentally, physically, and
luckwise for a defending national
champ to repeat.
Teamwise the Indians ended their
year with an excellent record of 12-5-1,
once again indicative of the excellence
of the MSC wrestling program.

A New E xp erien ce
Peter A. Famiano has been named
golf coaoh at MSC. This has been
announced by Bill Dioguardi, director
of athletics.
Famiano replaces Lloyd Monroe,
who moved on to the Head Gold
Professional at a country club in New
York State.
“I ’m really excited about coming to
coach at MSC,” Famiano said. “ / like
working with younger players and think
this will be a really good experience. ”
Alice Schmidt, (24) dribbling ball, and Jill Jeffrey, (10) coming in from
back court, were chosen as the Squaws co-captains for next year.
While Schmidt enjoyed a tremendous season as the assist leader, she also
came up with some better than average offensive games. Jeffrey,
a little inconsistent this season, was there tosparktheSquaws insom eof their
’ biggest games. Both players will be relied upon next year to compensate for
the loss o f three seniors.

Presently, Famiano, a resident of
West Orange (NJ), is the Head at
Cresmont Country Club in West
Orange. He has held this position for six
years.
A 1967 graduate of the University of

Houston (UH), he helped guide the golf
team, as a player, to four consecutive
NCAA Golf Championships.
He recently completed the South
African Circuit where he competed with
the top pros in the country. He finished
up in the top 16 per-cent.
Although he teaches golf, this is the
first time that he has ever coached and
he is really looking forward to his new
assignment.
“I’m really excited about coming to
coach at MSC,” Famiano said. “I like
working with younger players and think
this will be a really good experience.”
A member of the Professional
Golfers Association of American,
Famiano, with his experience and
qualifications, is a welcome addition to
the MSC coaching staff.

